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1 INTRODUCTION 
The research described- in this dissertation is motivated by a specific problem that 
arises in the analysis of dietary intake data. Dietary intake data have been collected 
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture since the mid-1930's, and are used to assess the 
dietary adequacy of the population. An important concept in analyzing data from di­
etary surveys is that of usual intake, defined as the long-run average daily intake of a 
dietary component. Of interest is the distribution of usual intakes in the population. By 
definition, the average of many daily intake observations collected on a single individual 
converges to the individual usual intake as the number of daily observations increases; 
in practice, however, the number of daily intake observations that can be collected on 
a single individual is limited by cost and by the nature of the survey process. In most 
surveys, only a few daily observations are collected per individual. An individual's daily 
intake is related to his or her usual intake, but within-individual variability in consump­
tion patterns means that the relationship is diSicxxlt to assess. Due to the small niunber 
of observations that are typically available for each individual, the distribution of indi­
vidual mean intsikes performs poorly as an estimate of the distribution of usual intakes. 
This is because within-individual variability in consimiption is often large relative to 
the between-individual variability, and cannot be sufficiently attenuated by taking the 
mean of a few daily intakes. Thus, daily intake observations measure individual usual 
intakes with error, and the problem of estimating the distribution of usual intakes can 
be thought of as the problem of estimating the distribution of a random variable that is 
observed subject to measurement error. 
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Several characteristics of dietary intake data make statistical analyses difficult. In­
take data are nonnegative, and the distributions of both daily intakes and individual 
mean intakes are often highly skewed. Nuisance effects are often present in the data; 
daily consumption patterns differ according to day-of-week and month of year. Within-
individual variance in daily intake may vary across individuals, and may be related to 
an individual's usual intake. Survey data are typically obtained under complex survey 
designs, so classical measurement error methods are not directly applicable. 
Much of the existing measurement error literature is concerned with procedures de­
rived under the assumption that that the measurement error is additive, and that the 
errors have a specified distribution, e.g. a normal distribution. As a first step in describ­
ing a method for estimating usual intake distributions, the presence of nuisance effects 
and the survey design are ignored, and a simple model is considered. Let Yij be the 
daily intake observations for individual i on day j, i = 1... , n, j = 1..., A:,. A simple 
measvirement error model for the Yij is 
i^j ~ Ui 5 (1-1) 
where y, ~ N{ny,ay) and Uij ~ iV(0,(r„). Note that under model (1.1), the contrasts 
C i j  =  Y i i - Y i j ,  j  =  (1.2) 
are normally distributed and independent of yi. In general, contrasts of the form (1.2) 
constructed from dietary intake data fail to satisfy the normality assumption, indicating 
that (1.1) does not adequately model intake data in the original scale. One approach to 
estimating the usual intake distribution involves transforming the daily intakes so that 
the transformed intakes are approximately normally distributed, then fitting a measure­
ment error model to the data in the transformed scale. Experience has shown that 
simple power or log transformations do not consistently produce transformed data that 
are approximately normally distributed. Nusser et al. (1996) propose a transformation 
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that consists of fitting a piecewise polynomial regression model to the normal quantile-
quantile plot of power-transformed observed intakes. The transformed data are assumed 
to satisfy a measurement error model similar to model (1.1) and standard measurement 
error methods are used to estimate the distribution of usual transformed intakes. The 
distribution of usual intakes in the normal scale is obtained by back transforming the 
normal scale usual intake distribution. The back transformation is estimated from the 
original transformation into normality. The methodology includes several adjustments 
to account for the characteristics of dietary survey data. Both the original and back 
transformation depend upon the least-squares parameter estimates obtained from the 
piecewise polynomial regression, A software package C-SIDE (Department of Statis­
tics, 1996) implements the method of Nusser et al. (1996) and may be used to obtain 
estimates of usual intake distributions. 
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes in detail the methodol­
ogy outlined in Nusser et al. (1996) for estimating usual intake distributions. The major 
steps in the method are three: preliminary adjustments, estimation of the transforma­
tion into normality, and construction of the back transformation. Chapter 3 examines 
more closely the transformation step of the methodology. A modified version of the 
transformation into normality described in Chapter 2 is proposed, and some asymptotic 
properties of the modified estimator are established in a survey sampling framework. In 
particular, the vector of least-squares peirameter estimates is formulated as a multivari­
ate statistical functional known as an L-statistic. Using this formulation, it is shown that 
the jackknife technique may be used to estimate the variance of the estimated parame­
ters and smooth functions thereof. Therefore, a slight modification to the methodology 
described in Chapter 2 will allow jackknife estimation of quantities such as usual intake 
moments, quantiles, and distribution fimction values. 
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2 DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY 
The computer software package C-SIDE (Department of Statistics, 1996) was devel­
oped to implement the methodology detailed in this chapter. Several papers describing 
the theory and application of the methodology have appeared in the statistical litera­
ture, including Nusser et al. (1996) and (1996b), but this chapter fully describes every 
step of the method, including the derivation of many results mentioned only briefly in 
other sources. The notation in this document may differ slightly from that used in other 
sources. The algorithms documented in this chapter are those implemented by C-SIDE 
Version 1.0. 
Some basic theory concerning distribution and quantile functions is presented in 
Section 2.1. The remaining sections in this chapter provide a detailed description of a 
method for estimating (from survey data) the distribution of a random variable measured 
with error. The discussion in this chapter centers on the estimation of usual intake 
distributions for nutrients, which is the motivating problem. Therefore, certain portions 
of the methodology are designed to address various features characteristic of dietary 
intake surveys. 
The method for estimating usual intake distributions for nutrients has several steps. 
Daily intake data are first adjusted for nuisance effects, and then intake data for each day 
are adjvisted to have a common mean and a common-variance. Section 2.2 describes these 
preliminary adjustments. The adjusted daily intake data are transformed to normality as 
described in Section 2.3. The transformed observed intake data are asstmied to follow an 
additive measurement error model, and the normal distribution methods of Subsections 
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2.4.1 and 2.4.2 are used to estimate the parameters of the model. A transformation 
that carries the normal usual intake distribution back to the original scale is detailed 
in Subsection 2.4.3. The transformation of the fitted normal distribution is not simply 
the inverse of the transformation into normality; it adjusts for the bias a^jsociated with 
a nonlinear transformation. The back transformation is used to define the distribution 
of usual intakes in the original scale, and is used in conjunction with the estimated 
measurement error model to obtain estimates for quantiles and cumulative distribution 
function values of the usual intake distribution. 
2.1 Distribution Functions and Quantile Functions 
A random variable X is often characterized by means of its distribution function 
Fx{x) :  
Fx{x)=Pt{X<x} .  (2.1) 
Distribution functions are widely used in probability theory, because they permit 
a mathematically tractable representation of probabiUty measures. The inverse of the 
dis t r ibut ion  funct ion  i s  ca l led  the  quant i le  funct ion ,  and is  denoted  by  Fx^{u):  
• ^.v(^) > •"} - (2-2) 
Selected quantiles and functions thereof are of special interest to researtliers: the 
median, Fy^(.5), is often used as a measure of central tendency, while the interquartile 
range, Fy^(.75)—Fj^^(.25) is often used as a measure of dispersion. Quantiles of reference 
distributions such as the standard normal distribution are used in statistical hypothesis 
testing and construction of confidence intervals. The following results for distribution 
and quantile ftmctions are due to Parzen (1980). They will be useful in the sequel. 
Proposition 1 (Inverse Identities) (Parzen, 1980, Theorem IB). 
For any x, ri, X2 in R and u in (0,1), the following hold: 
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1.  Fx{x)  i f  and only  i f  Fx^{u)  <  x  ;  
2 .  Fx(x)  <u i f  and only  i f  Fx^{u)  >  x  ;  
3 .  Fx{x i )  <u< Fx[x2)  i f  and only  i f x \  < Fx^{u)  <  X2 ;  
i-
5. F;'(Fx(i))<I. 
Proposition 2 (Continuity Points of (Parzen, 1980, Theorem IC). 
For any x in R and u in (0,1), the following hold: 
1 .  Fx^  i s  cont inuoxis  f rom the  le f t :  Fx^{u)  =  Iime_»o+ Fx^(u  — £•)  ;  
2. Fx(F^ ' {u) )=u i f  X =  Fx^{u)  i s  a  cont inui ty  poin t  o f  Fx  ;  
S .  F;'(Fx(i)) = X i f  u  =  Fx{x)  i s  a  cont inui ty  poin t  o f  Fx^  ;  
4.. u is not a continuity point of Fx^ if and only ifu = Fx{x) = Fa' (x + £)  for  some x  and 
some e > 0 ; 
5' if Fx is continuous and strictly increasing, then every u in 0<u<lisa continuity 
poin t  o f  Fx^  :  
S' if Fx is discrete, then the values of Fx{x) at the discontinuity points of Fx are the 
discontinuity points of Fx^ ; 
7. there are at most countably infinite points u which are not continuity points of Fx^ . 
Two random variables X and Y are said to be identically distributed (i.d.), denoted 
A' = K, if for every x in R, 
Fx{x)  =  Pr{X < a:} = Pr{r < x} = Fy(x) . (2.3) 
If random variables X and Y are stochastically independent and satisfy (2.3), they are 
said to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). 
Proposition 3 (Representation Identity) (Parzen, 1980, Theorem ID). 
Let U denote a standard uniform random variable. Then 
X ^  Fx\U)  .  (2.4) 
Proposition 4 (Probability Integral Transform) (Parzen, 1980, Theorem IE). 
Let U denote a standard uniform random variable. If Fx{•) is continuous, then 
FxW i V . (2.3) 
Proposition 5 (Expectation Identity) (Parzen, 1980, Theorem IF). 
Let g be a positive function or have finite expectation E{|^(X)|}, and let U be a 
standard uniform random variable. Then 
E {s(X)} = E (Fx ' (U))  }=I\  (Fx ' iu) )  dxi  . (2.6) 
Proposition 6 (Transformation Identity) (Parzen, 1980, Theorem IG). 
Let g be a monotone (decreasing or increasing) function which is continuous from 
the left. The quantile function Fy^iu) ofY = giX) can be expressed in terms of the 
quant i le  funct ion  Fj^^(u)  o f  X  as  
Fy^{u)  =  g (^Fx^{u)^  i f  g  i s  increas ing ,  (2.7) 
and if X is continuous, 
Ff^(u) = g ^ Fx^(l — u)j if g is decreasing. (2.8) 
Proposition 7 (Converse Transformation Identity) (Parzen, 1980, Theorem IJ). 
If X is continuous, and g is increasing, and if for all x in R, 
Pr (r < ^ + ag{x) \  = Fx{x)  ,  (2.9) 
then 
Fy^iu) =ti + ag {Fx\U)) (2.10) 
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and 
Yi^ + ^ giX). (2.11) 
It is often of interest to estimate the distribution function or quantile function that 
imderlies a sample Xi, X2,..., Xn- In many cases, the parametric form of the underlying 
distribution function is assumed to be known, so that the problem of estimating the 
quantile function reduces to the problem of estimating a set of unknown parameters. 
In these cases, the distribution and quantile functions are typically smooth functions of 
the unknown parameters. Substituting parameter estimates into these functions yields 
estimated probabiUties and quantiles, and Taylor linearization methods may be used 
to approximate their variances. To illustrate, suppose that the common distribution of 
A'l,... , X„ is normal with mean fi and variance a-. Then, by Proposition 7, 
+ . (2-12) 
where denotes the standard normal quantile function. The maximum likelihood 
estimates of n and o" are 
^t = n-'f;^Xi (2.13) 
i=l 
and 
n 1/2 
a= n~^Y.{Xi-ii)- , (2.14) 
i=i 
respectively. It follows that the maximum likelihood estimator of the p-th quantile of X 
is 
qp = ^ + , (2.15) 
The variance of ft is n~^a^. From the Taylor expansion of the square root function at 
the point (t, the variance of a is approximately (n — l){2n)~-<T^. Because fi and a are 
independent, the variance of qp is approximately 
Var{9p} = + (n — l)(2n)~^cr[$"^(p)]' . (2.16) 
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Substituting for a in (2.16) yields the estimator 
Var{gp} = n~^a^  +  {n-  l)(2n)~-(T^[$"Hp)f • (2-17) 
The branch of statistics known as nonparametric statistics is concerned with esti­
mation in cases where a parametric form for the imderlying distribution is unknown. If 
XijXa,... ,X„ are i.i.d.random variables with distribution function Fx, the empirical 
distribution function 
(2-18) 
t=l 
and the empirical quantile function 
= inf{x : F„(ar) > (2.19) 
are the traditional nonparametric estimators of the corresponding population quantities 
Fx and Fy^  An extens ive  inves t iga t ion  of  the  s ta t i s t ica l  proper t ies  of  F„(x)  and  F~^{x)  
for samples of independent observations is given by Shorack and Wellner (1986). 
Data from large-scale siirveys are often used to estimate quantile and distribution 
functions; for example, median earnings are regvilarly reported for wage and salary 
workers by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The medians are computed from a subsample 
of the Current Population Survey, a stratified multistage design. Francisco and Fuller 
(1991) investigate nonparametric estimators of distribution and quantile functions for 
the general case of stratified cluster sampling. They consider a finite population V 
composed of L strata, with Ck clusters in stratiun h and Nf^i elements in cluster i of 
stratvun /i. Associated with the j-th element in the f-th cluster of stratiun /i of T' is a 
characteristic Xhij. The finite population distribution flmction for X is defined by 
F{x) •£•£•£HXuj < x) . (2.20) 
h=l i=l J=1 
where M is the total number of elements in V. A stratified random sample of clusters 
is selected without replacement from V, where (for notational convenience) the first 
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nh>2 clusters are selected from stratum h,  h  = I , . . .  ,L  and the first n^j elements are 
selected from cluster i of stratum h. The sample size is defined to be n = Tlh=i the 
total number of sampled clusters. The general estimator of the cumulative distribution 
function for stratified two-stage cluster sampling is 
F(x) = 
i nh nhi 
h=i »=i j=i 
^ L rth niti 
(2.21) 
h=l i=l j=l 
where Whij is the sampling weight for element j of cluster i in stratum h. Inversion of 
F(x) yields the quantile fimction estimator 
F-\ t )  = inf{x : F(x)  >  t}  .  (2.22) 
Statistical properties of Fn{x)  of (2.18) stem from the fact that (2.18) is a sample 
mean of independent Bernoulli random variables, each with parameter F{x). Thus, the 
variance of F„(a;), denoted by f2„(x), is n~^F(x)[l — F(x)]. Under the assumption that 
F(x) is continuous, n„(x) is continuous. The unbiased estimator of nn(x) is 
( in ix)  = (n - l)-^F„(x)[l - F„(x)] . (2.23) 
The jumps in the step functions Fn(x) and (n — l)~^n„(x) are bounded by n~^ and 
the change in (n- l)~^^(x) from xi to xa is bounded by the change in F„(x) from xi to 
xo. The estimator F„(x) is consistent for F(x), which implies that n„(x) is consistent for 
f2„(x). Thus, imder simple random sampling, Fn(x) and (n—l)~^fi„(x) are well-behaved 
step functions that converge in probabiUty to the respective continuous functions as the 
sample size n increases. In stratified cluster sampling, stable local behavior of F and 
its estimated variance are not guaranteed. It is possible for the estimated variance to 
be zero for x in the support of F(x). The jumps in F may be much larger than n~\ 
and the jumps in the estimated variance may be large relative to jumps in F. Francisco 
and Fuller (1991) obtain limiting results for estimated quantiles by placing restrictions 
on the sampling design that ensure stable local behavior of F, and they estabh'sh the 
consistency of an estimator of the variance of a sample quantile. 
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Although F,r^(ar) converges to a continuous function when the underljdng distribution 
is continuous, for finite sample sizes, the estimated quantile fimction is not continuous. 
This lack of smoothness in finite samples is the penalty paid for not choosing a particular 
distributional form. 
2.2 Preliminary Adjustments 
The methodology described in this dissertation is designed for the analysis of a set 
of daily intake observations recorded on each of n individuals. Let the observations 
be denoted by Yij, z = 1,2,... , n, 7 = 1,2,... ,A:„ where ki denotes the number of 
observations for individual i. Each individual has a sampling weight Wj, i = 1,2,... , n. 
If the data are equally weighted, each w,- is one. Two sets of observation weights are 
created from the individual weights Wj as 
Wij  =  Wi , 
Wij  =  , 
for J = 1,2,... , fcj. Both sets of weights are normalized to sum to unity: 
Wij  =  
Wij  = 
Jl fS i  
1=1 j=: I 
n ki 
Li=lj=l 
-1 
w, U ' 
- 1  
w, t j  •  
(2.24) 
(2.2.j) 
Nuisance effects are often present in the data: daily consimiption pattenus differ 
according to day-of-week and month of year. It is also well-established that the cliar-
acteristics of responses in a longitudinal survey are a fimction of the time in sample 
at which a respondent is observed. The method calibrates each time period's data to 
match given reference values. For many intake siurveys, the data collected at the first 
time-in-sample is believed to be most accurate, so the reference values are taken from 
the first time period's data. It is also possible to use the overall mean as the reference 
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value for adjustment. The preliminary adjustments are based on standard regression 
techniques, which may be somewhat sensitive to departures from normality of the data. 
Thus, the regression adjustments are performed on power-transformed data, where the 
power is selected so that the transformed data are approximately normally distributed. 
The power transformation is described in Section 2.2.3 and is based on the regression 
of power-transformed quantiles on normal quantiles (see Section 2.2.1). A set of intake 
pseudovalues is constructed so that the survey weights need not be explicitly included in 
the power selection regression. The construction of the intake pseudovalues is described 
in Section 2.2.2. The first regression adjustment is a ratio-adjustment that removes the 
first-order effect of nuisance variables that are not directly related to time-in-sample 
effects. This adjustment is described in Section 2.2.4. The second regression adjustment 
removes the first- eind second-order effects due to time-in-sample by standardizing the 
sample variance of each day's data to the sample variance observed on the first timne 
period. This second regression adjustment is described in Section 2.2.5. 
2.2.1 Normal Scores and Q-Q Plots 
A quantile-quantile (Q-QJ probability plot is defined as a plot of the ordered pairs 
(F(i),P(,)), where Y(i) is the i-th sample order statistic of an i.i.d. sample from F 
and P(i) is some measure of location for the i-th order statistic from some reference 
distribution. Q-Q probability plots are often used as simple graphical tools for assessing 
goodness-of-fit; if the P(i) are "typical" values for order statistics of a sample from F, 
the plotted points will tend to lie on a straight line with zero intercept and unit slope. 
In general, the P(i) may be expressed as F~^(Ai), where At is called the plotting position. 
If F{x) = Fo(o'~^(x — m)) for some distribution Fq and some location parameter fi and 
sczde parameter choosing P(i) = F(f^(Ai) resvdts in a plot which resembles a straight 
line with intercept fi and slope a. Common choices for (Looney and GuUedge, 1984) 
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are 
Ai = n-^(f-0.5), 
Ai = (n + l)~^i, 
A, = (n + 0.2)-^(z-0.4) , 
A, = F(E{y(i)}) ,and 
Xi  =  F (median{F( i )} )  .  
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
When F is a normal distribution, approximations to (2.29) and (2.30) are given by 
The quantities (2.31) are due to Blom (1958), and are widely used. Modified versions 
of the normal scores (2.31) are used for several parts of the methodology. The first use is 
in the power-selection algorithm described in Section 2.2.3. For a set of N observations 
y(i), 1(2),... , l'(iv), where < 5^2) < •. • < a set of normal scores is constructed 
by computing 
for i = 1,2,..., iV, where denotes the inverse of the standard normal cumulative 
distribution function. The first and last Xa) are multiplied by a constant so that the 
first five sample moments of the closely match the first five theoretical moments of 
the normal distribution. As a general approximation, the constant 1.04 is used. 
2.2.2 Equal Weight Sample 
To apply classical equal-weight methods for computation of estimated regression co­
efficients and estimated variance components, a set of pseudovalues is constructed based 
Aj = (n + 0.25)~'(i — 0.375) , and 
Ai = (n-I-0.4)"Hi - 0.3). (2.32) 
(2.31) 
(2.33) 
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on the original, weighted data. Consider the intake data Yij and associated sampling 
weights Wij from (2.25). The N' distinct observations in the sample of intakes are 
ranked and re-indexed. The distinct values axe denoted by Vjj), I = 1,2,... ,iV'. The 
corresponding weights for the distinct values are 
{^0=^(0} 
The empirical cumulative distribution function F, defined at N' + 2 points, is 
^ (^(o) = S ^(i) + . 
i<l 
Let F{y)  be the function that is linear between the N'  +  2 points. Thus. F is obtained 
from the usud step-function empirical cumulative distribution fimction F by connecting 
the midpoints of the rises of adjacent steps with straight lines. The lines passing through 
the first and last steps are extended to 0 and 1, respectively. Let iV = J3"=i An equal 
weight sample is constructed by inverting F at the points {pj/li- where pi = 
N~^{1 — 0.5). The equal weight sample has the property that the empirical cunuilarivp 
distribution function F constructed from the N distinct values ij. using weight.s .V~' 
for each I, is, essentially, the same as F computed from the original, weighted cUita. 
2.2.3 Power Tremsfcrmatioii Selection 
A power or log transformation is applied to intake data so that the transformed data 
are approximately normally distributed. To avoid taking logarithms of observed zero 
intakes, a small fraction of the (weighted) mean intake is added to each observation, as 
shown in (2.37) below, before any power transformations are applied- Given an equal 
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weight sample of strictly positive observations ordered from smallest to largest, 
a value 7 is diosen to minimize 
1=1 
(2.34) 
where are the normal scores defined in Subsection 2.2.1, 60 and 61 are the usual 
least-squares estimates for the intercept and slope in the regression of A'(/) on Vjj, and 
7 € {0,1,1.5~\2~\2.5~S... y{R — 0.5)~^i2~^}. The value of R can be any positive 
integer greater than one, and is typically taken to be 10. Note that the have 
sample mean zero by construction. Formulas for 60 and 61 are 
bx = 
60 — "^1 
N 
1=1 '0 1 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 
N 
E /=i 
2 
1=1 
(2.35) 
From well-known results from least-squares theorj', an equivalent form of (2.34) is 
•£ [x,„ - 60 - 6,v5]'=i; 4, - 6? i: 
/=i 
/V 
(2.36) 
/=1 /=1 L /=1 
In the case 7 = 0. is ln(V(j)), where In (•) denotes the natural logarithm transforma­
tion. 
Once the best power 7 is selected, a scale factor t] is chosen so that values of I'J, x 10"'' 
are not too large in absolute value. The value of t? is 
^ = \  r  
logio f max||hir( 
if 7 ^ 0 , 
if 7 = 0 , 
where [arj denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x. 
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2.2.4 Adjustment to Remove Nuisance Effects 
Suppose that the data set being analyzed contains observations on variables rep­
resenting nuisance eflfects, such as day of week, interview sequence, or metabolic rate. 
Such nuisance effects may be either discrete or continuous. Let Viy, Vaij,. -., Voij and 
Uiij, U2ij,... , Ucij denote the collections of discrete and continuous nuisance variables, 
respectively. Also, let Li, L2, • • • > denote the number of levels for each of the discrete 
variables. 
All of the initial smoothing procedures are performed on transformed observations. 
As described, the transformation is selected from a family of simple power transforma­
tions, and is such that the transformed observations eire as close to normally distributed 
as possible given the restricted family of candidate transformations. Because subsequent 
procedures depend upon the derivative of the the power transformation, which may be 
infinite when evaluated at zero, a small positive quantity, 
is added to each of the Yij, where e* is a small positive number, typically 0.0001. Here, Y'ij 
and Wij axe the sample of original observations and corresponding weights as described 
at the beginning of Section 2.2. The shifted observations are denoted by Yij. 
The choice of power transformation involves two. steps. First, an equal-weight sam­
ple is constructed from the- using the procedure outlined in Subsection 2.2.2. The 
procedure described in Subsection 2.2.3 is then applied to the ordered values of the 
equal-weight sample to obtain a power 7 and scale factor 77 with which to transform the 
before the adjustment is performed. Let 
<y = £* 53 53 
i=i j=i  
(2.37) 
y^xio-" if 7 7^0, 
In(i^j) X 10-" if7 = 0, 
(2.38) 
for i = 1,. - - ,n, J = 1,... , Arj-
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The {Xy } are adjusted for the effects of {Vuj,. ^ , Vbij, Uuj,, Ucij) as described 
below. The adjusted data are then mapped back into the %j scale by inverting the 
transformation (2.38), and finally, the shift 5 is subtracted to obtain adjusted data in 
the Yij scale. Care must be taken to ensure that adjusted data in the Yij scale are 
nonnegative. 
Let Dh = [dah dzh . . .  (or k = 1, 2 , . . .  ,D,  where for / = 2,3,...,I/,, d//, is a 
column vector with elements 
^Ih i j  — 
1 if Vhij is at level I, 
0 if Vhij is not at level I, 
That is, D/i is a full-rank design matrix for the categorical variable Vhij. Let 1 denote a 
column vector of ones, and let ui,u2,... ,uc denote the column vectors of observations 
for the continuous variables Uuj, • • • , Uaj- Write 
M = [1 Di D2 . . .  Dd ui U2 . . .  uc] • (2.39) 
The matrix M has N rows and C + 1 + I3£=i (/* — 1) columns, and need not be of full 
column rank. 
A weighted least-squares regression with model matrix M and response variable 
{Xij} is performed, where the weights in the regression are the u/^from (2.24). The 
predicted values A'y from the regression are 
X = Mb , (2.40) 
where 
b = [M'diag {wij) Mj" M'diag (w„) x , (2.41) 
X is the column vector of observations Xij, x is the column vector of predicted values 
Xij, and A~ denotes the generalized inverse of A. Note that the residuals Xij — Xij are 
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not in the column space of M, and are therefore assixmed to be "free" of the first-order 
effects of the nuisance variables. Also, the (weighted) sample mean of the residuals is 
zero. To see how the adjustment procedure works, suppose some reference value, say 
T, is added to each of the residuals, to obtain Xij = r + Xy — Xij. Then the weighted 
least-squares regression with model matrix M and response variable {Xij} will indicate 
no first-order effect due to the nuisance variables, i.e. the {Xij} are "adjusted" for the 
first-order effects of the nuisance variables. Furthermore, the weighted sample mean of 
the {Xij} is r. There are two common choices for the reference value: the weighted 
s£imple mean of the observations in the first time period, and the weighted sample mean 
of all the observations. If the power transformation is the log transformation, negative 
adjusted data {Xy } are mapped to positive values in the Yij scale by exponentiation. To 
avoid problems in mapping negative values of } into the Yij scale, a ratio-adjustment 
is used instead of the linear adjustment, as described below. 
Suppose that the weighted sample mean of the observations in the first time period 
is used as the reference value, and is denoted by Xi denote the weighted average of the 
observations taken in the first time period of the survey. It may be that not all of the n 
individuals represented in the siurvey had a valid observation in the first time period, in 
which case fewer than n observations are used to compute Xi.  Then 
-1 
u e e  
w i i x i i ,  
t6£r 
where E = {i  :  individual i  has a vEilid observation in period 1} . The ratio-adjusted 
observations Xij are 
= 
i f  7  5 ^ 0 ,  
Xi+{Xi j -X i j )  if7 = 0. 
Ratio-adjusted observations in the original scale can then be mapped back to the 
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original scale by applying the inverse transformation: 
max (o, fXjj X if 7 # 0 , 
yij = \ i ' ^ ^ ^ j (2.43) 
max |o, exp (Xy x 10'') — (jj if 7 = 0 , 
for i = 1,... , n, y = 1,... , k i ,  where s  is the quantity in (2.37). 
If it is desired to ratio-adjust to the grand mean rather than to the period one mean, 
let the grand mean be 
x = 
Tl 
i=l j=l 
1 -1 
i=l j= l  
x i j  =  
Then the Xy of (2.42) are 
» 
X'„(Ay%) if 7 5^0, 
X.. + (X,J-X,j) if7 = 0, 
and the i l j  are obtained from the Xij  as in (2.43). 
2.2.5 Adjustment to Remove Period Effects 
The estimation of usual intake distributions requires that the distribution of intakes 
for the first time period be the same as that of intakes for the second and sulxsequent 
periods. The adjusted intakes Vij defined in (2.43) are further adjusted so that the 
mean and variance for each period's observations are the same. As in Section 2.2.4. 
the adjustment is regression-based. Here, the independent vciriables in the regression 
represent time-in-sample effects. Also, the procedure described here adjusts both the 
mean and variance of the data. 
The initial shift, power, and scale factors s, 7, and 7/ used in the ratio-adjustment 
procedure (Subsection 2.2.4) are applied to the Yij to get 
10-''(i;j+<5)'' if77^0, 
10-' 'hi(^y-i-(y) if7 = 0, 
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for i = 1,... , n, y = 1,... , A:j. Let k = max {^} and consider the regression model 
x i j  — "i + /?j ^ i j  J (2.44) 
where a,- is the effect due to individual i  and is the effect of taking an observation in 
the j-th time period, with the restriction /?i = 0. Furthermore, assume that the Sij have 
mean zero. Equation (2.44) can be written as 
X = P/3 + £ , 
where x and e  are column vectors with elements Xi j  and Sij, respectively. 
(2.45) 
— [Q!1) • • • > Q'rn /^3i • • • > pk\ i 
and the row of P corresponding to Xij has a one in column i, and, if j > 1, another one 
in column n+j — 1. Every other entry in P is zero. Let W = diag(it;y). It is desired 
to compute the weighted least-squares estimate of /3, 
0 = (P'WP)"^ P'Wx (2.46) 
The inversion of P'WP is not feasible, due to the high dimension (n + A: — 1) of P. By 
taking advantage of the special structure of the P matrix and using results concerning 
inverses of partitioned matrices, a solution can be derived. 
Write 
P'WP = 
A C 
C D 
, P'Wx = Zl 
22 
(2.4?: 
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where 
A = diag(u;j.) i = l,2,...,n, 
D = diag(w.j)  j  = 2,3, . . .  ,k  ,  
. Wii if individual i  had intake in time period j  ,  C = 
zi = 
Z-i = 
ki 
• n 
L»=l 
0 Otherwise , 
n 
t=l 
k  
3=2 
The dot subscript indicates summation over the dotted index. For nonsingular P'WP, 
(d-ca-^c)' 
• -I r 1 • 
A C > 1 o 1 > 1 o
 
+ 
1 
Q U 1 0 0 I 
, -1 
-C'A-^ I 
(2.48) 
Note that A~^ = diag(tt;i/) , and D is typically of much lower order than A. Hence, 
inversion of (D — C'A~^C) is easily performed. 
Let U be the Cholesky root of (D - C'A-^C)-\ i.e. U'U = (D - C'A-^C)-i, and 
let 
-A-^C 
I 
Q' = u'. 
so that 
$ = (P'WP)-^P'Wx = A"^ 0 
0 0 
\ 
+ Q'Q 
/ 
Zi 
22 
A~^Zi 
0 
A~^zi 
0 
+ Q'Q 
+ Q' 
Zi 
Z2 
/ * * \ 
Zi 
Q 
Z2 / V 
(2.49) 
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In the formulation of the model (2.45), the overall mean response (adjusted for individual 
and period effects) is not directly estimable. An intuitively reasonable estimate for the 
overall mean is given by 
ix = 51 
.i=l 
-I 
H wi.&i , (2.50) 
i=l 
where the dj are the first n elements of /9. 
The weighted regression calculations described above yield estimates p, and Pz, 
Pk of the period one mean and the period effects for the subsequent periods. Suppose 
the first t ime period is to be used as the reference standard. Then for i  = 1,. . .  ,  n, 
J = 1,... , fcf, define 
1 if the i-th individual had an observation in the j-th period , 
0 otherwise . 
If the original data (from the beginning of Section 2.2) are equally weighted, let 
5ij — 
^ ^ij 1 
i=l 
i=l 
s j  =  ( A - , ,  
i=l 
for J = 1, 2 , . . .  ,k .  If the data are not equally weighted, let 
n 
W.j  ~  ^  7 
i=l 
n 
Xj — W. j  5x jWi j \ i j  ,  
»=1 
n 2 
sj — w.j sijwij yxij xj^ , 
i=l 
for j  = 1,2,... ,k ,  where tt/y are the weights defined in (2.24). Let 
Ai = A, 
Si = y / s i  
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and let 
Aj — /i + dj , 
sj = y/^h 
Cj  — S j  S i  ,  
~ p-j ~ Ai 
— Ai ^jp-j > 
for J = 2,... , k. The new, adjusted data Xij are 
_ J - bj [l - (2 |a,|)-' X«] / (je« < 2 |aj|) if 7 5^ 0 and j 1 , 
x,j = 
i f 7  =  0 o r j  =  l ,  
where 
. ^ij if i = 1 , 
Xij = { . (2-52) 
Cj [Xij - Aj j + Ai, if i # 1. 
for i = 1,... ,n, y = 1,... , Ar^. The Xy aire constructed by standardizing the residuals 
from the regression to have sample mean and variance equd to that of the data from 
the first time period. The constants Oj and bj are the points of intersection of the 
line defined in the second component of (2.52) with the X and X axes, respectively. 
The indicator function in the first component of (2.51) is a modification to the linear 
transformation in (2.52) to ensure that adjusted transformed intakes are positive and 
that zero intaJies are transformed into zero intakes. Empirical results indicate that very 
few, if any, observations fall into the [0,2 |aj|] interval. Finally, the adjusted data Yij in 
the original scale are 
{max (0, ( x i j  X 10'') if 7 ^ 0 , ^ ^ _ J (2.53) max |o, exp (Xij x lO"*) — f} if 7 = 0 , 
for 2 = 1, -.., n, J = 1,. - -, A:i. 
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If the data described at the beginning of Section 2.2 are equally weighted, then the 
semiparametric transformations into normality and subsequent analyses are performed 
on the Yij observations. Otherwise, an equal weight sample Yij is constructed using the 
procedure described in Subsection 2.2.2, for intake data Yij, where the sampling weights 
Wij are from (2.25). 
If adjustment to the grand mean, rather than to the period one mean, is desired, let 
ki 
= 
4 = 
sp — 
n-' E k-' E xij 
»=i j=i 
n ki  ^
E K E Wij  
1=1  j—1 
if the data eire equally weighted , 
E E w i j x i i ^  otherwise , i=i j= i  
- A: 
Lj=1 
2 
-1 
j=i 
Take to be zero, and for j = 1,... , k,  let 
Aj = fi + pj, 
Ci  =  
a, = 
S j  Sp ,  
flj - c'^ixg, 
bj — fiq cjfij. 
The grand-mean adjusted data are given by 
> . _ I KI)"' M ^ ^ 2 \aj\) if 7 # 0 , 
u if 7 = 0 , (2.54) 
where 
xij — cj (^xij + jlo (2.55) 
for i = 1,... ,n, J = 1,..., Ar^. Equation (2.53) is used to obtain the adjusted data 
from the Xij defined in (2.54). 
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2.2.6 Summary Statistics 
The effect of the adjustment procedures described in Subsections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 are 
examined via a set of simple descriptive statistics computed after each adjustment is 
performed. Let Yij denote the adjusted data. The weights Wij from (2.24) are used to 
compute the sample quantities 
JV = 
t=l 
n ki 
K. = 
.'=1 i=i 
n ki 
i=l j=l 
S = >/? , 
o S" = 
- 1  
1  - 1  
1=1 j=i 
1 = 1  j—i  
n, ki ^ n ki 
ma = s~^ EH 
_i=l j=l 1=1 j=l 
n ki -1 . n Kt 
m4 = s~^ EE 
_i=l j=l 1=1 j=l 
If the observations Yij are equally weighted, the following formulas are used. 
N = 
j=l 
i=ij=i 
i=l J=1 
s = ,  
= s-^(iV2-3iV + 2) ^ n j 2 ^ { y i j - y . ) \  mz 
7714 
1=1 J=1 
-1 n ki 
= s-' [N^ - 6^•2 + lliV - 6) [N- + N) Y, - Y-f 
t=i j=i 
-3(iV--5iV + 6) \N-lf -
(2.oG) 
(2.-37) 
(2.58) 
(2.-59) 
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The quantities 7713 and m4 are estimates of skewness and kurtosis, respectively. The 
formulas (2.58) and (2.59) are found in Fisher (1963). 
2.3 Regression Transformations Into the Normal Scale 
Much of the measurement error literature discusses approaches derived under the 
assumption that the measurement errors are normally distributed, an assumption that 
may not hold even for power-transformed intake data. For the analysis of dietary intake 
data, a more flexible family of transformations based on piecewise polynomial regression 
is used to obtain transformed data that are very nearly normally distributed. The 
method for estimating the transformations into normality combines ideas from research 
on goodness-of-fit statistics and on parameter estimation for location-scale distributions. 
Given a random sample Ki,... ,1-^, the goodness-of-fit problem is to test the null 
hypothesis 
Ho '• the Seimple comes from a population with distribution Fq. (2.60) 
A classical test for this hypothesis is the x' test, which is well adapted for discrete 
distributions, and has known extensions to the case when parameters of Fq must be 
estimated from the sample. For continuous Fq, there exist other, often more powerful 
tests ,  most  of  which involve the sample order stat is t ics  Vji)  < F(2) < .  - -  < Y^n)-
In an effort to quantify linearity in Q-Q plots, several authors have proposed tests for 
goodness-of-fit bzised on the sample correlation between and the plotting positions 
Pii) described in Section 2.2.1. The test statistic W proposed by Shapiro and Francia 
(1972) is the square of the correlation coefllcient obtained by using the plotting positions 
(2.29), while the statistic r proposed by Filliben (1975) is obtained using (2.30). Looney 
and GuUedge (1984) recommend the use of (2.28), imless Fq is normal, in which case 
(2.31) is preferred (Looney and GuUedge, 1985). 
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Other goodness-of-fit statistics related to Q-Q plots include the Shapiro-Wilk W 
statistic (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) and its extensions (LaBreque, 1977). These statistics 
are ratios involving squares of linear combinations of order statistics and the sample 
variance where the linear combinations are obtained using weighted least-squares to 
fit a regression model to the Q-Q plot constructed with plotting positions (2.29). Shapiro 
and Wilk use a simple linear regression model to obtain W, whereas LaBreque includes 
quadratic and cubic terms in the regression. The idea of fitting a regression model to a 
Q-Q plot will be revisited in the next section. 
Another class of goodness-of-fit statistics is the class of EDF statistics, so named 
because they are based on a comparison between Fq and the empirical distribution func­
tion Fn of (2.18). Stephens (1974) and Shorack and Wellner (1986) provide extensions of 
the most common EDF statistics to the following parameters-estimated cases of normal 
and exponential distributions FQ: 
Case 1: Fq is the normal distribution with known and jx estimated by 
i=l 
Case 2: FQ is the normal distribution with fi known ?md estimated by 
4 = ^(v'i - ^i)- . 
t=i 
Case 3: Fq is the normal distribution with /x estimated by Y and a- estimated by 
= (n - I)-' £(^1 - ?)= . 
1=1 
Case 4: FQ is exponential: Fo(y) = 1 — exp(—%), with 9 estimated by Y~^. 
In the case where FQ is completely specified, let Xi = Fo(l(i)) for f = 1,..., n. In the 
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cases where parameters are estimated, let A, be defined by 
\ i = <  
$  -  Y ) ^  f o r  C a s e  1, 
^ -/i)) for Case 2, 
$ (s~^(y(j) - F)) for Case 3, and 
1 - exp for Case 4, 
where i = 1 , . . .  ,n and $(x) denotes the standard.normal distribution function. The 
most popular EDF statistics are the Kolomogorov statistics 
= max(n~^i —Aj| ,  (2.62) 
D~ - m^ {Aj-n~^(i-1)} ,  (2.63) 
D = max {£)+,£?-} , (2.64) 
the Cramer-von Mises statistic 
W = (12n)-^ + f: [Ai - (2nr'(2i - 1)]' , (2.65) 
t=i 
the Kuiper statistic 
V = D-^ + D-, (2.66) 
the Watson statistic 
U- = W^~n ^ 0.5 -  n"'  ^  A^j ,  (2.07) 
and the Anderson-Darling statistic 
A^ = -n-  n~^ ^(22 - 1) [hi(At) + hi(l - An+i-i)] . (2.68) 
t=i 
The relative power of the goodness-of-fit statistics are discussed by Shapiro et eil. 
(1968), Shapiro andFrancia (1972), LaBreque (1977), Filliben (1975), Stephens (1974), 
Looney and Gulledge (1984), and Looney and Gulledge (1985). The Shapiro-Wilk W 
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statistic and LaBreque's extensions exhibit better power characteristics across a range of 
alternatives than the other estimators derived from Q-Q plots, at the expense of requir­
ing special tables for their computation. The Anderson-Darling statistic compares 
favorably with W, and is preferred over the other EDF statistics in terms of power. 
As mentioned previously, the Shapiro-Wilk W statistic and its extensions (LaBreque, 
1977) are obtained by regressing sample order statistics on the expected \'alues of the 
order statistics for a sample of size n from some hypothesized continuous distribution 
FQ. The fitted regression model is a smooth estimate of a transformation from Fq to 
the distribution of the observed data, so long as the regression function is smooth in 
the parameters. If the estimated transformation is monotone increasing or decreasing, 
the estimated transformation is also invertible, and the inverse function estimates a 
transformation from the distribution of the observed data to the distribution FQ. 
To motivate the idea of transformations based on regression models, suppose that 
there exists a monotone increasing, continuous transformation g from FQ to the distri­
bution F of the sample data, such that 
• = g (Fo"'(t')) • (2.69) 
Let Q, i  = 1, . . .  ,n  he the expected values of the order statistics of a random sample 
of size n from the reference distribution FQ. Then from the Converse Transformation 
Identity (Proposition 7), 
E {Vlo} = s(Ci). (2.70) 
and thus = ^ (C»)+[E (5^1)} ~ ^»)]' which is recognizable as the setup for a regression 
model. 
If the sample comes from a location-scale distribution, the mean ftmction g{(^) of 
(2-70) is linear. The slope and intercept of the fitted regression line are estimates of the 
location emd scale parameters, which led to the discussion by Lloyd (1952) on weighted 
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least squares estimation for location-scale distributions, and for the rectangular and 
normal distributions in particular. Let f = 1,... ,n be the order statistics of a 
rzindom sample from a distribution with location parameter and scale parameter a, 
and define 
^(») = cr E|A'(i)| = Ctj C 71) 
Var|X(i)} = v i i ,  Cov|X(i),X(j)} = v i j .  
Note that the definition of Q corresponds to the choice of plotting positions Aj of (2.29). 
The quantities Ct, Viu and I'tj depend only on the form of the parent distribution, and 
not on the values of fj. and a. It follows that 
+ Var{y(i)} = 
Cov{r(i),V(j)} =a^Vij. 
Let 1 be the n x 1 vector with all elements equal to one. C be the n x 1 vector of the Q, 
and y be the n x 1-vector of the V(.), respectively. The weighted least squares estimator 
of the parameter vector 0 = [fi a\' is 
e = (P'T-^P)'^P'T-V, (2-73) 
where P is the nx2 matrix [1 C] and T is the covariance matrix of the X^i), i = 1,... , n. 
By the Gauss-Markov Theorem, 0 is the minimum variance unbiased linear estimator 
of 0. The transformed random variables 
and an estimator of the p-th quantile of F is [•P(r^(p) — A)] -
Early difficulties in computing C and T for large samples from common (e.g. normal) 
reference distributions led to work by Chemoff and Lieberman (1956), who derived 
conditions on the plotting positions At to ensmre that the simple (imweighted) least-
squares estimates of 0 are optimal, in the sense of either minimum variance unbiased 
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or minimum mean square error. They also obtained necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the optimal estimation of a percentile. Their method has the disadvantage that 
the plotting positions may not increase with the order statistic number, a circimistance 
which prompted Cran (1975) to reexamine the use of weighted least squares fitting to 
achieve optimal (minimum variance unbiased or minimum mean square error) parameter 
and percentile estimation from probability plots. 
Let y(j), i = 1,..., n be the order statistics of a random sample from an arbitrary 
continuous distribution F, and consider extending Lloyd's approach using the more 
flexible class of polynomial regression models. In polynomial regression, the assumed 
mean function g{Q can be a higher-order pol3momial in C- The most basic polynomial 
regression models assume that g{Q is an algebraic polynomial 
where r is a nonnegative integer and oq,  . . .  ,  a„ are real constants. .AJgebraic poljoiomials 
may be used to uniformly approximate continuous fimctions, as stated in the following 
proposition. 
Propositioii 8 (Weierstrass Approximation Theorem) I f g  is continuous on [a, b] 
and £> 0 is given, then there exists a polynomial p. defined on [a, 6], mth the property 
that 
In light of this proposition, it would seem that polynomial regression would }ield 
an acceptable approximation to arbitrary continuous mean functions. However, for 
continuous functions with many local maxima, minima, or inflection points, an algebraic 
poljniomial of high degree is required for an acceptable uniform approximation. Thus, 
algebraic polynomials are of limited utility if the function to be approximated is not 
itself an algebraic polynomial. Ah alternative to algebraic poljmomial regression is spline 
S(C) = flO + OlC + O2C' • • • + OrC 1 (2.74) 
g{x) — p{x)  < e for al l  x  6 [a, 6]. (2.75) 
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regression, where g{Q is a piecewise polynomial of moderate degree (typically 5 or less). 
Let 0 < Ai < ... < Ap < 1 and define a set of join points 
for i = 1,... ,p. Then the are a partition of the range of the Q. A spline regression 
model for is 
OoO + QOlC "f" O02C^ + QOrC^ 
flio + QllC + + OlrC 
^(C) = -
if —00 < C < 6 T 
OjjO + Op2C" • • • + QprC^ ?p-l ^ C ^ 
ap+1,0 + Op+l.lC + ap+i,2C" • • • + Op+l.rC'^ if < C < OO • 
Tjrpically, the mean fvmction g{Q is restricted to be continuous, with a certain number 
of continuous derivatives. This is accomplished by setting constraints on the coefficients 
cLij in (2.76). Additional constraints may be placed to-ensure monotonicity of g. 
For a given set of join points ^ (2.76) is a member of a hnear space 
of polynomial functions. Due to continuity constraints, the dimension, say k, of is 
typically much smaller than the number of Oij in (2.76). The number of a,j in (2.76) is 
{p + 2) X (r + 1). Let biiQ^boiQ,... , 6fc(C) be a basis for the space V^. Then g(Q can 
be written as a linear combination of the bzisis functions 
^(C) = ®i&i(C) + ^ 2^(C) + • -. + OkbkiO (2-77) 
for parameters ... ,9k- To estimate the parameter vector 0 = a model matrix 
P (analogous to P of 2.73) is constructed by computing 
bi j  = 6j (-^(t)) 
for y = 1,..., k. Let hj be a column vector of the 6y, and let P = ^ bi ... j - Let 
y be the nxl vector of the l(t). By (2.70), 
E{y} = Pd. 
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The ordinaxy least-squares estimator of 0 is 
e = (P'P)"^ P'y . (2.78) 
Recall that Lloyd's approach used weighted least squares to estimate 0, where the 
weights were inversely proportional to the variances of the order statistics of FQ. For 
linear functions g, the variances of the sample order statistics are proportional to the 
variances of the order statistics of Fq, which is not the case for nonUnear g. The least-
squares estimator (2.78) is unbiased, though not minimum variance. 
In the remainder of this section, attention is restricted to the case where Fq is the 
standard normal distribution. Thus, the independent variables in the spline regressions 
are functions of standard normal quantiles. The computations used in the spline regres­
sion are carried out using formulas derived for simple random sampling. To incorporate 
the survey design information, a vector of equally-spaced (in probability) sample quan­
tiles y is used as the dependent variable in the spline regression, instead of the order 
statistics y from the weighted sample. The fitted regression models are constrained to 
be monotone increasing. 
The problem of unknown join points is handled by a stepwise regression approach, 
where the number and placement of join points is Vcuied until an acceptable regression 
model is obtained. A model is deemed acceptable if the estimated transforniatiou pro­
duces transformed quantiles that oass the Anderson-Dcirling test for normality at .some 
specified significance level. Each step in the procedure yields an estimate of the function 
96 ^ maps normal quantiles to quantiles Y. The estimated functions are constrained 
to be monotone, so evaluating the inverse of the fitted model at the sample quantiles 
Y yields estimated normal quantiles. The estimated normal quantiles are treated as a 
random sample of observations for purposes of testing for normality. Each component 
of the stepwise regression procedure is described below. 
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2.3.1 Anderson-Darling Test for Normality 
A modified form of the Anderson-Darling statistic (2.68) is used in the regression 
estimation of the transformations. Suppose {X(i)}iLi are the order statistics of a simple 
random sample of observations from some distribution F, and it is desired to test HQ : F 
is the cumulative distribution function of a normal distribution vs. Ha '• not Hq. Let 
t=i 
... - . 
where $(•) denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution function. Let 
zi = max {l X 10~",T(/) [l - ^(iv+i-o]} - (2.79) 
The Anderson-Darling test statistic is 
^ ~ f) ~ 
Note that the construction of the zi avoids taking the logarithm of very small numbers. 
If A exceeds a given critical value on the second row of numbers in Table 2.1, the 
null hypothesis is rejected at the nominal error level q given on the first row of the table. 
A critical value marked with an asterisk is an approximation obtained through Monte 
Carlo simulation. 
Table 2.1 Critical values for the Anderson-Darling test. 
a 0.9999 0.99 0.90 0.75 0.50 0.25 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.025 0.01 
QA 0.0000 o.i2r 0.193' 0.250* 0.340* 0.465* 0.576 0.656 0.787 0.918 1.092 
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2.3.2 Join Point Determination 
The transformations into the normal scale use a piecewise polynomial to approximate 
the nonlinear function that relates observed quantiles of an intake distribution to the 
corresponding quantiles of the standard normal distribution. .Aji important step in 
the transformation procedure is to determine join points, where the grafting of the 
polynomials will occur. The number of join points is variable, and is denoted by p. The 
p join points partition the domain of the piecewise polynomial into p + l regions. The 
constructed polynomial is linear on the first and last regions and cubic over the p — 1 
interior regions. 
Let the data be where the T^ t )  s l t q  ordered observations and the 
X(i) are the Blom normal scores (2.33) for a sample of size N. Let li = [AiVJ and 
^2 = iV — /i + 1. where A is the pre-specified proportion of observations to be placed 
in each of the end regions and [aj denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to a. 
Typically, A is chosen to make /i = 2. If necessary, the values of /i and /o are adjusted 
so that both sets of observations ,r(;v)} contain at least 
two distinct values each. Join points defined by 
for m = 2,... ,p — 1. Join points chosen in this fashion are equally-spaced in the normal 
scale. 
2.3.3 Piecewise Polynomial Fitting 
Given ordered equal weight data consider the problem of estimating a 
smooth fimction H such that is very nearly normally distributed. The 
2 ^ +^'('1+1)] ' 
2"^ [A'(ij_i) + A'(t,)] , (2.S1) 
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function should be such that H{Y(^i))  = X(i)  for all I  = 1,2,... ,N,  where X(i)  is the 
Z-th Blom normal score (as defined in Subsection 2.2.1) for a sample of size N. A plot of 
the Y^i)) pairs is commonly known as a normal probability plot C-SIDE constructs 
a smooth estimate of the normal probability plot, and uses the smooth estimate to 
define a transformation that carries the intakes into normality. Because distributions of 
observed intakes are often far from normal, the power or log transformations described in 
Subsection 2.2.3 are applied to yield more nearly Unear normal probability plots that are 
easier to smooth. Let {I(o}z=i be the power-transformed values defined by the power 
selection algorithm of Subsection 2.2.3. The (X(/),T(j)) pairs are used to construct a 
transformation g from X to T. The fimction g is restricted so that 
1. 5 is a continuous piecewise function defined over p +1 regions, 
2. g is & linear fimction over the first and last regions, but is a cubic polynomial over 
the p — l interior regions, and 
3. g has two continuous derivatives and is monotone increasing. 
Because of conditions 1-3, the inverse of g exists and also satisfies 1-3. The inverse 
of g is used in conjunction with the inverse of the power transformation to define H. 
The function g is represented as a regression with functions of normal scores as inde­
pendent variables and power-transformed intakes as the dependent variable. Unknown 
pcirameters in g are estimated via least squares, as described next. 
Let be join points in the normal scale as determined by the procedure 
in Subsection 2.3.2. Define for Z = 1,2,... , iV 
pii = i, 
p l 2  —  x ( i )  ,  
(2.82) 
(2.83) 
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and, for 771 = 3,4,... ,p + 2, 
Plm = ' 
0 if X(t) < ^rn-2 
^m—2) x { 1 )  ^ Cm—2 
(2.84) 
Finally, for m = 3,4,... ,p, define 
Plm = Plm + C-2mPl,p-\ + CzmPl,p , (2.85) 
where 
Com = (2.86) 
?p-i - ?p 
C(Cp*~l Cm—2) o'^\ 3m = T r . (2.80 
?p-l - ?p 
The Pjm? m = 1,2,..., p are the independent variables in the regression. Write 
P = [Pi P2 • • - Pp] , (2.88) 
where Pn, denotes a column vector with elements {Pim}tLi^ aJfid compute 
9 = (P'P)" P't, (2.89) 
where t is a column vector with elements The values of {Cm}m=i ^uid d define a 
piecewise polynomial function g. Denote by x the column vector with elements {-Y(/) }/^i. 
The column vector ^(x) = P0 contJiins the values of the function g evaluated at each 
element of x. The elements of P depend on the values of x and {Cm}m=i- As described, 
the regression procedtire is not guaranteed to produce estimates 9 that yield a monotone 
increasing ftmction. In practice, each fitted ^(x) is checked for monotonicity as described 
in Subsection 2.3.4. 
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2.3.4 Evaluation and Differentiation of Piecewise Polynomials 
The calculations in Subsection 2.3.3 give rise to a piecewise polynomial f f ( X )  of the 
form 
Si+02^ x < ^ i ,  
d i + 0 2 x - i - 0 3 ( x - ^ l ) ^  ^ 1 < x < ^ 2 ,  
01 + 02x + dzix - + d4{x - 6)^ 6 < ^ < 6 , 
01 +02X+ E &m( X  - 6-2 < X <  ,  
m=3 
01 + (?2^ + E 0m [(A- - + C2raiX - Cp-l < X < , (2.90) 
m=3 
e, +02X+ t 0m [{X - U-2f + ComiX -
m=3 
+ C3n.(X-ep)='] ^ p < x ,  
for A: = 5,6,... ,p, where Com and Csm are defined in (2.86) and (2.87). 
Evaluation and differentiation of g { X )  with respect to A' is simple, due to the polyno­
mial nature of g. Operationally, it is often necessary to evaluate g and its derivative for a 
vector of normal scores X ={A'(/)}/li . When evaluation of g is required, the expression 
g{x) = pe 
is used, where the model matrix P is described in (2.82)-(2.88). When the derivative of 
g is required, the quantities (2.82)-(2.84) are differentiated to obtain 
A n  =  0 ,  
Ki2 = 1 , 
and, for m = 3,4,... ,p + 2, 
kim = 
Finally, for m = 3,4,... 
if -^(0 < ^m-2 r 
3 (x^i) — ^ni-2) if X^i) > ^m-2 -
(2.91) 
^im = kim + + czmki^p+2 (2.92) 
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where Cam and Czm are defined in (2.86) and (2.87), respectively. Let 
K = [ki ko ... kp], 
where km denotes a column vector with elements {Kim}'^Li • The derivative ^'(x) of 3 
at  the points  x  = is  the vector  g'{x)  = KO. 
On each interval [^m-i>Cm]> (2.90) implies that g behaves like the cubic polynomial 
The monotonicity of g is checked by determining whether or not g' is strictly positive. 
As a first test, the derivative g' is evaluated at each join point. If g' is negative or zero 
at any join point, then g is clearly not monotone increasing. If g' is positive at each join 
point, g may still fail to be monotone but only if g' changes sign twice on for 
some m, which implies that for some m, two distinct roots of (2.94) fall in the interval 
[Cm-i,^m]- If 9 passes the first test, the zeros -Ymi and A'^a of (2.94) are found using 
the quadratic formula. If Xmi ^ Xrra, and both Xmi and Xjn2 fall in then g 
is not monotone increasing. 
Note that g and g' are functions from A' to T , where A' denotes the normal scale and 
T denotes the shifted, power transformed, scaled intake scale. To construct a fuuc tion 
firom A' to Y , where Y denotes the original intake scale, results on the composition of 
fimctions are used to obtain 
OmX^ +  bmX^  +  CjnX +  dm,  (2.93) 
and that g' behaves like the quadratic polynomial 
SOjnA" + i b x n x  + c m .  (2.94) 
y  =  m  =  f { g { x ) ) ^ h { x )  , 
where 
( r x  1 0 ' ' ) i / T - ^  i f 7 # 0 ,  f { T )  =  \  
exp(r X 10'') —5 if 7 = 0 , 
(2.95) 
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and 
y = f '(T)  = f{giX))g'(X) = h'(X) 
7~' X 10'* X [5 { X )  X ic] ' X g'  (X)  if 7 0 . 
IC X exp (5 (JV) X ic) X g '  ( X )  if 7 = 0 . 
Note that it is possible to obtain negative values for g { X )  for very small values of X  ,  
and that the subtraction of 6 in (2.95) can also produce negative estimates for intakes, 
which are by definition nonnegative. Negative values of g{X) are replaced with zeros 
when 7 7^ 0 , so that the exponentiation of g(X) can be performed by computer using 
the identity a® = exp (x In a). Likewise, negative estimates of intake are replaced with 
zeros. 
2.3.5 Inversion of the Piecewise Polynomied 
Subsections 2.3.3-2.3.4 detail the construction of a function h : X —^Y as f o g, 
where f : T Y and g : X T. The function 5 is a piecewise cubic polynomial, 
and the function / is a combination of a shift, a power or log transformation, and a 
scale factor. The transformation H :Y X mentioned in Subsection 2.3.3 is given by 
h = (V)) -
Let f{T) be determined by 7,7/, and ^ as in (2.95). Then 
r H Y )  = 
IQ-'' X (r + (j)^ if 7 0, 
10"'' X In (V + (J) if 7 = 0 . 
There is no simple explicit form for g~^, but g~^ can be computed at any point TQ, 
because ^ is a cubic polynomial. Let g~^ {TQ) = g~^{f~^ (i'o))- Expanding the terms 
of g (see (2.90)) jdelds 
g  { X )  =  C i X ^  +  C 2 X ^  +  C 3 X  +  C 4  ,  
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where Ci, Ca, C3, and C4 depend on 0 from (2.89) and ^0"^ (2.81). Computation 
of the values of CuC^.Cz, and C4 involves repeated use of the expansion 
{X -  -  ZX^U + 3A'^^ -  , 
and is omitted. Now, 5~H^o) is the value Xq such that ^(A'o) = CiXq+€0X^ + 03X0 + 
C4 = To, or equivalently such that 
g{Xo) = CiX^ + C2XI + C3X0 + (C4 - To) = 0 . (2.96) 
If Ci = C2 = 0, i.e., if g is linear in X, then either To > g{^p) or To < g{^i) ,  and A'o is 
then 
V _ to —c4 
Suppose that g is not linear in X. Then, by construction, g is cubic in A'. Solutions to 
(2.96) are solutions to 
1 r Y ^ I y2 , ^3 Y , (C4 - To) 9  { x q )  —  a q  +  ^ " ^ 0  +  
= x ^  +  p x s  +  q x o  +  r  
= 0. 
The cubic equation 
+ PA- + QX + R = 0 
is reduced to the normal form 
+ ax + b = 0 , (2.97) 
where 
<' =  5(3Q-P') ,  6 = i  {2P= -  9PQ + 27fi)  ,  
by the substitution 
x  =  ( x - j j  .  (2.98) 
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Using Cardano's rule, explicit solutions Xi, 12, and xz to (2.97) are obtained as follows: 
xi = A + B , 
12.13 = -\{A + B)±'-^(,A-B) 
where 
A = 
B = 
~ 2 " ^ V T ' ^ 2 7 '  
b 1^ ^ 
~2 ~ V • 
If ^ ^ > 0, the cubic equation in (2.97) has one real root, Xi. If y + §= = 0, there 
are three real roots, of which two are equal. In this case, the roots are given by 
(I., ij, 13) = (^2^/^, ±^, ±^Pf) , 
where the upper sign is used when b is positive, and the lower sign is used when b is 
negative. Finally, if ^ ^ < 0, there are three imequal real roots. The roots are 
'd + 27r(z — 1)\ 
xi = 2y^cos z = l,2,3, 
where 
COS0 = 
2762 
4a3 ' 
and the upper sign is used when b is positive and the lower sign is used when 6 i.s nesat ivc. 
Recalling the substitution in (2.98), there £u:e up to three real numbers, say A"t. A"j. Ah. 
such that g{Xi) = Tq, given by 
P> 
X . =  ( x < - - )  ,  
where the {xj} are the roots computed above. 
Recall that g is one-to-one. From (2.93), on each interval 9 behaves like 
the cubic polynomial o m x ^  + h m x -  + c m x  + dm-, for which there may be multiple x  
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values in (—00, cx)) conesponding to a particular value of TQ. However, there is only one 
XQ in such that 9{Xo) — TQ. In practice, due to roundoff error, g is evaluated 
at each potential root Xu and the root for which — Toj is minimum is taken as 
the unique XQ = Because the "wrong" roots can be very fax* from the "right" 
root, the evaluation of g at each potential roots requires additional bound checking to 
prevent overflow errors. 
2.3.6 Construction of Transformations Into the Normal Scale 
Consider the adjusted, equal weight data Yij obtained as described in Section 2.2, 
and denote the ordered data by Let be the associated Blom normal 
scores defined by (2.33), and let be the transformed observations described in 
Subsection 2.2.2. The {T[i),X(i)) data and an initial set of p join points are 
used to fit a piecewise polynomial g { X )  as described in Subsection 2.3.3. If g  fails the 
monotonicity test described in Subsection 2.3.4, the value of p is increased by 1. and 
the piecewise polynomial fitting is repeated using a new set of {^m}- Otherwise, results 
. 
from Subsection 2.3.5 are applied to obtain X^i)  = g~ 
If the Anderson-Darling test (described in Subsection 2.3.1) applied to the 
rejects the h\'pothesis of nonnality. the Veilue of p is increased by 1. and the piecewise 
polynomial fitting is repeated using a new set of {^m}- This process continues until  
the Anderson-Darling test fails to reject the hypothesis of normality or until p exceeds 
some limit,  say Pmax- The inverse resulting transformation gi-) is the 
transformation from T to X. Thus, the transformation H that maps equal weight 
observations {Yij} into normally-distributed observations {Xy} is 
(2.99) 
for 2 = 1, -.. , n, J = 1 ki-
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2.4 Usual Intake Distributions 
Daily intakes are assiimed to measure usual intake with error. Tjfpically, the mea-
svirement error in the original scale of daily intake cannot be assxmied to follow a normal 
distribution, and may not even be additive. A simple measurement error model for daily 
intake in the transformed scale is 
Xij==Xi+Uij, (2.100) 
where Xij is the transformed intake for individual i  on day j ,  x,- is the normal scale usual 
intake for individual i, and Uij is an additive measurement error. Under model (2.100), 
the cumulative distribution function Fx of X is the convolution 
Fx{ t )  =  J  F x { t  -  s ) f u { s ) d s  =  J F „ ( t  -  s ) f x { s ) d s  , (2.101) 
where F x ,  f x ,  F u ,  and /„ are the cumulative distribution functions and density functions 
of X and u. For the components in model (2.100) to be identifiable, information about the 
measurement error distribution is required. There is a considerable body of literature 
concerning the problem of estimating the distribution function (or equivalently, the 
density fimction) of a random variable measured with error. See, e.g., Gaffey (1959); 
Mendelsohn and Rice (1982); Liu and Taylor (1989): Stefanski and Carroll (1990): Zhang 
(1990); Fan (1991); Diggle and Hall (1993); Efromovitch (1997); Goutis (1997): Stefanski 
and Bay (1997); Cordy and Thomas (1997): Chen (1999). Eckert and Carroll (1995) 
discuss two general methods for measurement error modeling of transformed data. In 
both cases, the goal of transformation is to obtain transformed data that satisfy an 
additive measiurement error model where the distribution of the measurement error is 
known. Denote the original scale data by Yij. The error distribution method selects a 
transformation H so that the "error contrasts" 
(2.102) 
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follow some specified distribution. The marginal method selects a transformation H 
so that the transformed data H{Yij) follow a specified distribution, typically the nor­
mal distribution. For the marginal method, the transformation is assumed to produce 
components Xi and Uij that are themselves normally distributed: 
Eckert and Carroll (1995) point out that the fact Xij is normally distributed does not 
imply that the components Xi and Uij are themselves normally distributed, so care must 
be taken to check the model assumptions. According to Eckert and Carroll (1995), the 
meu^ginal method is in wide use in nutritional epidemiology. Empirical evidence has 
shown that for many such cases, the transformations of Section 2.3.6 yield transformed 
data for which the normality assiunptions (2.103) and (2.104) appear to hold. 
More complicated models are sometimes necessary to adequately model transformed 
daily intakes. For example, heterogeneity in the measurement error variance or auto­
correlation of the within-individual measurement errors may be present in the data set. 
This section presents a method for estimating the parameters in a general measurement 
error model. 
2.4.1 Variance Components for Independent Replicate Observations 
Consider the hierarchical model 
x i  ~ n { i i x , a l )  (2.103) 
and 
Uii'H N{0,ai). (2.104) 
(2.105) 
where 
Xi  ~  NI  ,  e i j  ~  NI  (0,1), fff ~ . (2.106) 
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Assume that x,-, of, and tiij are independent for all i, j. It follows that 
E{4} = E{a?eJ} = . 
Let 
Xi. = k-'Y;Xti, ii. = n-''£Xi< 'V = Et,, n„==N-JV-'£kf, 
j=\ t=l «=l i=l 
and consider the ANOVA of Table 2.2, in which k = max{fci} and the subtraction of 
{k — 1) from the residual and total degrees of freedom corrects for the removal of period 
effects described in Subsection 2.2.5. Equating mean squares to their expectations yields 
0 = (2.107) 
t=l J=:l 
^ ki (Xi. - /ii)" - (n - 1) i> . a i  =  r i n ' -
.i=i 
Assume that k i>  1  for of the n individuals and let 
(2.108) 
v; = (Ai-ir'£(x«-x,.)", (2.109) 
V'i = v^, (2.110) 
di  = {k i  -  1) , (2-111) 
where i  = 1,... is used to index the individuals with multiple observations. To 
investigate the possibility that the Vi axe correlated with the Xi.. two sets of regression 
calculations are performed. 
Table 2.2 ANOVA for one-way classification with unbalanced data. 
Source df SS E{MS} 
Individual n — 1 (n — 1)"^ noffl + u 
Residual N-n-{k  -1) u 
Total 1 1 -1) 
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1. Let 1 denote a coliunn vector of ones, a column vector with elements , A a 
diagonal matrix with elements d,, and compute 
6i = (l'Al)"4'A4r, 
IZil) = 6?(1'A1). 
2. Let X denote a column vector with elements Xi., let F = [1 X], and define 
ba = (r'Ar)"r'A«', 
7e(r) = (rbo/Acrbo), 
a '  =  ( U m -  2 ) - '  -  rba)' a  ( 9 -  rbo) , 
F = [n(r) - 7^(l)] . 
A test of Ho ' Individual standard deviations are uncorrelated with individual means vs. 
/f.4 : Individual standard deviations are linearly related to individual means has p-value 
1 — Pr (^Fnm-2 ^ where Fnm-2 denotes a random variable distributed as Snedecor's F 
with 1 and (rim — 2) degrees of freedom in the numerator and denominator, respectively. 
From (2.106), af ~ An estimate of u is obtciined from (2.107). The fourth 
moment of Uy is 
= E{3a/} . 
Since 
eK'K} = crt + var{vf} 
= (xf [l + 2(A:i-l)-^] , 
an unbiased estimator of E {wij| is 
i=l 
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Tim _ - t 
and an approximately unbiased estimator of is 
i  1—1 
i=l 
Let Mji be the standeirdized estimator 
(?112) 
n m  _ t 
M4 = 3i>-VE[l  + 2fc-ir ' ]  v;- ' .  (2.113) 
i=l 
If t -  = 0, then M4 estimates 3, the fourth moment of the standard normal distribution, 
and 
« _ 2  - 2  
u  t  
. ,_i /V.\ -
= n- ' i : [ i+2(i , - i r ' ]  ( f )  -1 
= "m i;[i+2(*i-irT (ti-ir 
t=i 
= 3-^(^4-3) . 
{ki -1) v; 
-1 
Assuming u = t/. 
( k i  -1)1^ 2 
The variance of /cf is given by 
Var {k;} = . (2.114) 
where ^ denotes the r-th noncentral moment of a chi-square random variable with 
degrees of freedom di = (Arf — 1). 
Note that 
= (2cit + 4(if + 4^^" , 
and 
= { d i  + 6 ) { d i +  4) { d i  +  2) ( d i )  
= d^-i-12rff H-44<i?-{-48rfi -
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Hence, (2.114) can be written a«; 
Var {«?} = + 40d? + ASdk , 
and 
Var } = n-2 2 [l + 2d-^\"" [sdf + 40^? + 48(ii] 
1=1 
= n-2£[l + 2d-'] •[8rf-^+40d--+48dr^] . (2.115) 
t=i 
It follows that 
Var IM4} = 9Var > 
and that an approximate size q test for ifo : A/4 = 3 vs. H a  : A/4 ^ 3 is to reject H q  if 
|A/4 - 3| 
> ^ a72-^ (2-116) 
^Var{A/4} 
where denotes the upper a percentile of a Student's t distribution with rim — I 
degrees of freedom. In most cases, Um is very large, and can be replaced with the 
corresponding a/2 percentile from the normal distribution. 
2.4.2 Variance Components for Correlated Replicate Observations 
Consider model (2.105) with assmnptions (2.106), but suppose now that the Uy are 
not independen t .  For  example ,  Cov{u i j ,Uy '}  ^  0  i f  t he  k i  obse rva t ions  fo r  ind iv idua l  i  
are taken on consecutive days. Let k = max{fct} £ind suppose, for a known correlation 
coef f i c i en t  p ,  t ha t  fo r  j , l  =  1 , . . .  , k .  
f 
Cov{wij,uw} = < 0 (2.117) 
crfplJ"'' if I = ft . 
Carriquiry et al. (1995) provide estimates of the between-day correlation coefficient p  for 
several common nutrients. If Ar = 3, and ki = 2 for some i, it must be known whether the 
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two observations are taken on consecutive days or if the two observations are separated 
by an additional day. 
Case I: ^ = 2, and the first individuals in the data set have two observations. In 
this case, 
E {;??} = 
if k, = l , 
+ 5 (1 + p) 1/ if fci = 2 , 
and 
E {I -;?<.)') = 
Then an estimator of i/ is 
0 if A:, = 1, 
u(l — p) if ki = 2 . 
n  k i  
(2.118) C'  =  [na i l -p ) -  1 | - '  E  E  -  A' i . ) " .  
»=l j=l 
The subtraction of 1 in the reciprocal term corrects for the adjustment in Subsection 
2.2.5. Furthermore, assuming fix = 
+ u if A:, = 1 , 
2a^  +  { l+p)u  i fA; t=2 ,  
and 
E ki — Ar)^| = (n + 712) + (n 4- n-ip) u . 
Instead of using (2.119) to estimate a^, let 
53 h (Xi. - /ir)" - n"' (n - 1) (n + n2p)  v  
(2.119) 
-2 —I 
= no (2.120) 
where t i q  =  n  —  iV~^ ^  before. The factor n ~ ^ { n  — 1) makes (2.120) equal 
(2.108) when p = 0. Note that in Case I, N ^n + rio, and kf = n + Srio, so that 
no = [n + no — 1 — 2 (n + ria)"^ ria] - For large values of n and n2, the effect of using no 
instead of (n + n2) is negligible. 
For correlated Xi j  and k  =  2 ,  the quantities 
( x n - x c ^ f  
2(l-p) ' (2.121) 
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are analogous to the {K}?=i of (2.109). The regression of individual standard deviations 
on individual means and the estimation of M4 and are carried out exactly as in 
Subsection 2.4.1, with (2.121) replacing (2.109). 
Case 11: fc = 3. Here, 
nl -^a l  +  u  i f  k i  =  l  ,  
atx + + 5(1 + p)!/ \fki = 2 consecutive days , 
e{j:.n = 
+ 0-j + 5(1 + p-)i/ if fct = 2 nonconsecutive days , 
H% + (tI  + 5(3 + 4p + 2p^)u if fcj = 3 , 
and 
0 
u  (1 - p)  
v { l - ( r )  
if fcj = 1, 
if fct = 2 consecutive days , 
if ki = 2 nonconsecutive days , 
1/ (2  - - I p ^ )  if A:i = 3 . 
Let 
Then 
E 
ni = ^ / (fci = 1) , 
i=l 
n 
'^2c = ^ (fct = 2 consecutive days) , 
i=l 
n 
n o n  =  { f < n  =  2  nonconsecutive days) , 
1=1 
n 
TI3 = ^ / (fci = 3) . 
t=i 
n 2 c  (1  - p) +n2iv (1  - P^) + 713 (2 - -p - |p")] i '  
= k , u ,  
which yields 
i > = ( k i - 2 r ' e e  (-•f« - •  
t-i i=i 
(2.122) 
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The subtraction of 2 in the reciprocsil term corrects for the adjustment in Subsection 
2.2.5. 
Furthermore, assuming fix — fix •, 
if fcj = 1, 
2(Tj  +  {1  +  p) i /  if fcj = 2 consecutive days , 
2(7^ + (1 + p^) 1/ if Ari = 2 nonconsecutive days , 
Zal + u if /ti = 3 . 
E{fci(Xi.-Ax)'} = 
and thus 
n \  + Ti2c(l + p) + (1 + P") 
+ "'(1+5"+1"')]" + 
n \ + 1  { u o c  + + 3ti3 ( t .  (2.123) 
As in Case I, estimate by 
al- (^N- N~^ ^ ki (Xj. - /ix)' - n~^ (n - 1) , 
where K2 =  n i+  n2c(l + p)  +  J^2 iv (l + P' )  + ^ ^3(1 + |p + \ f ^ ) -  The quantities Vi for the 
correlated data in Case II are 
" { x a - x a f  
v i  =  {  
2 ( 1 - p )  
(A',i-A-3)^ 
2(1-*,2) 
{X„-2A'i2+Xo)-_^ (Xi,-Xi3)= 
if ki = 2 consecutive days . 
if Atj = 2 nonconsecutive days , 
if iti = 3 . 
(2.124) 
6 - 8 p  +  2 p 2  2 - 2 p 2  
The regression of individual standard deviations on uidividual means and the estimation 
of M4 and •F are carried out exactly as in Subsection 2.4.1, with (2.124) replacing (2.109). 
2.4.3 Usual Intake Transformation 
Assimie that a transformation H{y)  transforms adjusted equal weight intakes {Y i j }  
to normal-scale intakes {Xy}, and that the {Xij} can be modeled as in (2.105), with 
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model assumptions (2.106) and- (2.117). For all p, including p equal to zero, p° is taken 
to be one. Under the model, the conditional distribution of observed daily intakes in the 
normal scale given x = f is the average of all normal distributions with common mean 
X and variance o", where a ~ {u, t~). Thus, daily intake in the normal scale is the sum 
of X and u, where 
EI{u, u"^) |x = x| = (0, u, 3i/^ + 3r^) , 
and the distribution of u is synunetric about 0. 
Let y denote the usual intake in the original scale for all individuals with usual 
normal-scale intake x. Then 
y  =  E {Y \x  = f} = E {H{x  -h u)|ar = i} = h{x)  .  
The transformation h that takes usual intakes from the normal space into the original 
space can be constructed by approximating y, the conditional expectation of V. at a 
large number of values of x and then fitting a smooth function to the {y, x) pairs. For 
m = 1,... , M, let 
Xm = ' (2-125) 
where X(m) is the m-th Blom normal score for a sample of size M defined in (2-33). .A. 
set of points {(Q»^''f)}f=i is used to approximate the measurement en-or cli.stnl)iiri{)n-
Then an estimate of the conditional expectation at transformed usual intake i.s 
9 
ym = ^ mytm, (2-126) 
1=1 
where 
= max {0,/r"^(x„j-i-Ct)} . (2.127) 
To allow for heterogeneous within-individual variances, the {c[, wi) are constructed 
so that the first five moments of the nine-point discrete distribution match the first five 
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estimated moments of the measvirement error distribution. The set of for the 
standard normal distribution are shown in Table 2.3. For r = 1,3,5, these (cj, wi) 
satisfy 
= 0. (2.128) 
i=i 
Also, 
9 
J^wi =1, (2.129) 
= 1, (2.130) 
is! 
= 3. (2.131) 
1=1 
Table 2.3 Approximating values of {c i ,w t )  fov  the standard normal distribu­
tion. 
C/ ±2.1 ±1.3 ±0.8 ±0.5 0.0 
w i  0.063345 0.080255 0.a70458 0.159698 0.252489 
Recall that of (2.113) is a standardized estimate of the fourth moment of the 
measurement error distribution. If is greater than 7.5, it is replaced with 7.5. To 
modify the (cf, wi) of Table 2.3 to get the correct fourth moment of the measurement 
error distribution, the weights for (±1.3, ±0.8, ±0.5) are multiplied by a constant a and 
the absolute value of ±2.1 is replaced by 6. The system of equations defining a and 6 is 
0.2206474993a + 0.06334523826 = 0.50 
0.268055472a+ 0.06334523826^ = 0.50Mi, 
where 0.2206474993 is the weighted stun of squares for (1.3,0.8,0.5), 0.268055472 is the 
weighted simi of fourth powers for (1.3,0.8,0.5), a is the multiplier to be applied to the 
wi and 6 is the value to replace (2.1)^. Solving for 6 in terms of a in the first equation 
jdelds 
6 = 7.893253129 - 3.483253128a , 
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and substituting this expression into the second equation yields a as the (sensible) solu­
tion to 
0.7685710920^ - 3.215197658a + 3.9466265649 - O.5M4 = 0 . 
Thus 
^1/21 
a = (1.537142184) -1 3.215197658 - (1.537142184^4 - 1.795556375) 
The new largest value is and the new set of {ci,wi) are given in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4 Approximating values {ci,wi) for the measurement error distribu­
tion. 
Ci :hy/bO ±1.3i> ±0.8i> ±0.5u 0.0 
Wj 0.063345 0.080255a 0.070458a 0.159698a 0.873310 - 0.620820a 
The first five moments of the discrete distribution determined by the new {ci,wi) are 
(0, i>, 0, i^M^, 0). Recall that the construction of the Blom scores matches the first 
five sample moments'of the scores to the first five theoretical moments of the normal 
distribution. Hence, the first five sample moments of the are estimates of the first 
five moments of the usual intake distribution in the original scale. 
To construct a smooth function h  (x) that carries n  (0, ^ ) intakes back to original 
sca le  usual  in takes ,  the  methodology developed in  Sect ion  2 .3  i s  used .  The  values  of  6 ,  
7, and Tj used in the construction of H applied to the yield 
- 10"" X (ym + 5)"^  if a # 0 , 
I 10"'' X hi (ym. + ^ ) if a = 0 . 
A piecewise polynomial hi (f), with the same number of join points as was used to 
construct H, is fit to the ^m) pairs. Because the ym are weighted averages of points 
on a smooth fimction, the piecewise polynomial fit to the is almost always very 
good, in the mean square error sense. If hi (x) has negative derivatives, the number of 
join points is reduced by one until an acceptable piecewise polynomial is obtained-
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The distribution of original-scale usual intakes y  is obtained from the distribution of 
normal scale intakes x by the transformation 
(max (o, [IC X h\ —5\ if 7 ^  0 , \  ' I  1 V  / J  /  i t  ^2.132) max |o, exp (lO'' x /ix (x)) — if 7 = 0 . 
As explained above, estimates of the first five moments of the usueil intake distribution 
can be constructed from the representative sjmiple {ym}m=v Other characteristics of 
the usual intake distribution, such as quantiles, are also of interest. Let Qp denote the 
p-th quantile of the usual intake distribution: 
P r  { y < Q p ) = P -  (2.133) 
The approximations y m  given by (2.127) and (2.126) for m = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m  are a 
"representative sample", of usual intakes in the original scale, just as the f„i, m = 
1,2,... ,M are a representative sample of iV(0, aj) variates. Hence, an estimate of 
(2.133) can be obtained from the estimated cumulative distribution function F of the 
The estimate F is constructed by taking 
^ (ym) = Pr{y <ym} = (2.134) 
where yi < yo < < y^. Linear interpolation of F  is used to compute quaiitiies and 
ctunulative distribution function values, where the slopes of the first and last sr('{) arc 
extended to 0 eind 1, respectively, to obtain F~^ (0) and F~^ (1). 
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3 SOME ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES 
The computer software package C-SIDE (Department of Statistics, 1996) may be 
used to estimate parameters of usual intake distributions, such as quantiles, using the 
methods described in Chapter 2. In order to make use of such estimates, some measure 
of their accuracy must also be provided, e.g., an estimated 95% confidence interval for 
the parameter. It is a common practice to report only an approximation to the standard 
error of an estimate, with the understanding that the reported standard error will be 
used to construct "normal-theory" confidence intervals. Two questions arise. 
• How can one estimate the variance of an estimated usual intake quantile? 
• Are "normal-theory" confidence intervals constructed with the estimated standard 
error appropriate? 
This chapter describes a framework under which these questions can be addressed. 
The first section describes, in general terms, how standard techniques such as Taylor 
linearization and the jackknife may be applied to the problem of approximating the 
varijuice of estimated usual intake quantiles. The remainder of the chapter focuses on 
the asymptotic properties of the piecewise polynomial parameter vector 6 of (2.89) when 
the data are collected under complex survey designs. As is often the case when developing 
theory for sample surveys, asymptotic properties are discussed using a superpopulation 
model as the firamework. A sequence of finite popxilations Vr, r = 1,2,..., is assumed to 
be generated by a superpopulation random variable Y with a strictly monotone, smooth 
d i s t r ibu t ion  f imc t ion  F .  I t  i s  assxmied  tha t  the re  ex i s t s  a  monotone  t r ans fo rmat ion  g  
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from ^  to  F  where $ is the standard normal distribution function. The function g  is 
assumed to a be a piecewise poljmomial of the form described in Section 2.3.3, with 
parameter vector 0. A sample is drawn from Vr according to a complex survey design 
TTr, and dr is computed from the sample data. Under certain conditions on the survey 
designs TTr and the superpopulation distribution function F, the sequence Or — B tends 
to a normal limit distribution with zero mean vector, and the jackknife technique may 
be used to consistently estimate its asymptotic variance-covariance matrix. 
3.1 Variance Estimation Techniques 
To motivate the topic of variance estimation, consider model (2.105) with assump­
tions (2.106). For simpUcity, assxmae that the measurement errors have common variance 
and that the number of replicate observations is constant for all individuals; k i  =  k  
for all i. Associated with this balanced-data model is the ANOVA of Table 3.1. 
The usual estimators of /ix, and are 
Ax = X.= {nk) - '  
1=1 J=1 
&l =  [n{k  
- i)r'11 {Xii - Xi-f, 
t=ij=i 
al  = k~^  
t=l 
J 
where Xi. 
W
 
1 II 
Table 3.1 ANOVA for one-way classification with balanced data. 
Source df ss E{MS} 
Individual 71—1 kal + a^ 
Residual n(fc — 1) a. £^=1 
Total nk  — 1  a=. 1:5=1 (-Xij-x.)' 
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Under the model, 
so 
Var{Ax} = i<7^ + ^ <7j, 
Var{Ar} = + 
n ® nk  
is an unbiased estimator of Var{/tx}. Note that 
I'l = O'u ^ ^ ^  (-^ij ~ ) ~ Xn(fc-l) ' 
i=l i=l 
T2 = (0-2 + kcfj ^ A: 51 (Xi. - X.y ~ xLi ) j=i 
and Ti and T2 are independent. Then 
Var{#l} = Varj^ 
cyl + kal 
k{n  — l )  
- _^L_t I 
1)^  kn{k - l ) ^ j  
n2 o 
2 (n - 1) + An (fc — 1) 2n ( ib-  1) 
Therefore, 
From the Taylor expansion for the square root function at the point cr", 
1-1/2 
It follows that 
which yields 
^{(Tx} 
ar = (tx + • 
Var{(Tr} = (4CT^) Varja;} , 
(4^) Var{(T;} 
(2^A:-)~^ |(n - 1)"^ + fco^)" + [n (A: - 1)]"^ 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
= k  - ^2{a l  +  ka lY  {n -1 )  ^ +2cr l [n{k  -  I)]  
Var{a^} = A; ^ ^2 (al + kal)'{n - 1) ^ - 2d-;[ [n (fc - 1)] . (3.4) 
(3-5) 
(3.6) 
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Assume x ~ AT { f i x ,  o^)- Then for any fixed a ,  
Fx (A) = Pr (ar < ^} = $ (a'^ (>1 - ^ )) , 
where $ (•) is the standard normal distribution function. The estimated probability that 
X < ^ is 
f;(.4) = «(«;'(A - w). {3.r) 
Using a Taylor expansion about the point {fix, ctx) and (3.5), 
f x  ( a )  =  f x ( a ) - < ^ ( a ; ' ( a - f c x ) ) l a - ' ( ^ r - f i . ) + ( r ; ' ( a - m . ) ( ^ x - ( t x ) ]  
= Fx (A) - 0 (.4 - fix}) ^ (Ar - Mr) + (<^i) (-'i " ^x) (o"x " ^ x) > 
where 0 (•) is the standard normal density. Because f i x  and are independent, it follows 
that 
Var {Fx {A)} = 0-(ctx (-4 - fix)) [trJ^Var {/tx} + (crl) ^ {A - fix)' Var {d;}] , 
which yields an estimator for Var| Fx (-4)}, 
^r {Fx (A)} = 0-(ctx { a  - f i x ) ) |aJ-Var { f i x }  + { ( ^ l )  ^  (-4 - Ax)" Var . 
(3.S) 
where Var{/i} and Var{o-j} are defined in (3.1) and (3.4), respectively. The estimated 
standard error of Fx (-4) is the square root of Var |Fx (A)|. 
Now. for fixed p 6 [0, 1], let Q x { p )  denote the p-th percentile, that is, 
i^i(Qx(p)) = Pr {i < Qx{p) }  =  P 
or Qxip)  =  F~^ (p). From (3.7), an estimator of Qxip)  is 
Qx{p)  -  dx^"^ (p) + Ax (3-9) 
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with vaxiance 
Var{Qx(p)} = (p)j^ Var{CTi} + Var{/ii} • 
An estimator of Vax^QxiPl} is 
^{Qi(p)} = (p)]^ Var{(7i} + Var{/ii} , (3.10) 
where Var{aa:} and Var{/ii} are as in (3.6) and (3.1). Note that (3.10) can be used to 
approximate the variance of Xm of (2.125). 
Let the random variable y  be defined by 
y  =  h{x )  ,  
where x ~ AT (^i, o^) and his  a.  known function with finite first derivative. Let Qy (p) 
deno te  the  p - th  pe rcen t i l e  o f  y .  
An estimator of Qy (p) is 
Qy{p)=h(Q,{p) )  .  
Qy{p)=h. {Qx (p)) , (3.11) 
where Qx (p) is given in (3.9). 
To get an estimator of the variance of Qy (p ) ,  the Taylor expansion of (3.11) ar Qj ,  (p )  
is used to obtain 
<3, (p) = ^(o. (p)) + [4 (p )  -  Q.  (p)] • 
It follows that 
Var{Qj, (p)} = 
Equation (3.10) is used to obtain an estimator of (3.12) as 
^{Qy(p)}= |[^"^(p)]^^{<7x} + ^ {/ix}} -
dh  {x )  
dx  Var{Q,(p)} . (3.12) 
(3.13) 
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Note that that the statistics (3.7) and (3.9) are smooth functions of the estimated 
variance components, which are approximately sample means of squared deviations. If 
the observations Xij are obtained imder a complex survey design, it is possible to con­
struct, under certain conditions on the sampling design, asymptotically normal analogues 
to the statistics jix-, ^xi ^u- From Fuller (1996, Section 5.1) and Francisco and Fuller 
(1991), it is well-established that Taylor linearization may be used to approximate the 
variances of such statistics in both the simple random sampling and the complex survey 
framework. 
As described in Section 2.4.3, the statistic ym of (2.126) is an estimator of a peirticular 
quantile of the usual intake distribution. By construction, ym is a smooth function of the 
regression coefficients 9 from (2.89). It is possible, but not straightforward, to explicitly 
express ym. as a function of 0. If the covariance matrix of 0 can be estimated, perhaps 
by Taylor linearization, then a second Taylor linearization can be used to estimate 
the variance of ym- For smooth fimctions of several ym^ further applications of the 
linearization are possible. 
An alternative is to use the jackknife technique, which results in a variance estima­
tor that is computed empirically from overlapping subsamples drawn from the parent 
sample. Many authors, including Krewski and Rao (1981), Parr (1985), Rao (1994). 
Rao et al. (1992), Shao and Wu (1989), Shao (1993), and Wolter (1985), discuss the 
jackknife technique as an alternative to Taylor linearization for variance approximation. 
In fact. Rao et £d. (1992) show that the jackknife variance estimator is asymptotically 
equivalent to the estimator obtained through linearization for a wide rjuige of common 
statistics. As a general rule, if the variance of a statistic can be approximated through 
Taylor linearization, the jackknife technique may also be used. 
To illustrate the use of the jackknife technique, consider the following example. Let 
Xi, Xz,... ,Xn be a simple random sample from some distribution, and consider esti-
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mating the variance of the sample mean 
j=i 
The jackknife estimator of the variance of X is 
d ' j  =  [n -  \ )n  ^ 53  ~  '  
i=i 
(3.14) 
where is the sjunple mean computed from the sample obtained by deleting the j-th 
observation: 
Note that 
(3.15) 
t=i 
i=l 
(n - l)-i Yi A'i + (n - 1)-^A',- - (n - ir'Xj -
»=I 1=1 
- (n - 1)-^Y, 
= (n - 1)-^ (A - A,-) . (3.16) 
It follows from (3.16) that (3.14) can be written as 
= (n - l)n-'f;(n - 1)-= (x,-- A-)' 
j=l j=l 
i=i 
(3.17) 
which is just the sample variance of the Aj divided by n .  Thus, the jackknife procedure 
reproduces the textbook estimator for the variance of the sample mean. Shao and 
Wu (1989) present a general approach to establishing the consistency of the jackknife 
v j i r i ance  e s t ima to r  fo r  an  a rb i t r a ry  s t a t i s t i c  T" .  F i r s t  express  the  d i f fe rence  T — T  as  & 
"sample mean" plus an asymptotically negligible remainder term. The jackknife variance 
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estimator is then the sum of two components, the variance of the "sample mean" and 
a remainder term. If the remainder term is of suflSciently low order in probability, the 
jackknife variance estimator is consistent for Var{T'}. 
The next section investigates the asymptotic properties of a transformation into 
normality similar to the one described in Section 2.3. The asymptotic theory is developed 
in the context of survey sampling. It is sho^^m that an estimated parameter vector 0, 
analogous to (2.89), obeys a Central Limit Theorem, and that the jackknife technique 
may be used to consistently estimate its'variance. 
3.2 Introduction to L-Statistics 
The transformation approach described in Chapter 2 can be thought of as an ex­
tension of the Lloyd (1952) regression technique. However, when the method is applied 
to survey data, the theory behind Lloyd's approach does not apply. Properties of the 
transformations into normal scale must be investigated from first principles in a survey 
sampling context. Given data yi, I = 1,... ,m obtained by sampling from a finite popula­
tion generated by the infinite superpopulation, it is desired to estimate a transformation 
g from the normal distribution $ to the distribution F of the superpopulation random 
variable V. The plot of sample quantiles against corresponding theoretical ciuantiles of 
$ is an approximation to g. If the function g is assumed to a be a piecewise jjolynomial 
of the form described in Section 2.3.3, it suffices to estimate a vector 6 of parameters. 
Suppose the data are a simple random sample of size m from F.  The least-squares 
estimator of 0 (from Section 2.3.3) is 
0 = (P'P)~P'y, (3.18) 
where y is a colimin vector of the sample order statistics, and P is a model matrix 
obtained by evaluating a set of basis ftmctions {Pt(-)}^i ^ set of standard normal 
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quantiles. Note that each element of P'y is simply a linear combination of the order 
statistics y, more commonly known as an L-statistic. The quantiles are equally spaced 
in probability, so the matrix P depends depends only upon the sample size, not on the 
values of y. It is therefore possible to show that, as m increases, P'P converges to a 
limit matrix that is independent of y. For m fixed, variability in the estimator B arises 
from the P'y part of (3.18). 
In the context of survey sampling, the sample order statistics are a set of sample 
quantiles that are unequally spaced in the probability scale. From (2.21), the spacing of 
the order statistics in the probability scale depends upon the sampling weights. Consider 
the model matrix P obtained by evaluating the basis functions {Pt(*)}f=i the standard 
normal quantiles corresponding to the sample order statistics. In this case, the elements 
of P depend upon the sampling weights, not just upon the sample size. For some survey 
designs, the sampling weights may be related to the values of y, so the independence 
of the P and y is not guaranteed for designs other than simple random sampling. The 
matrix P'P in (3.18) is therefore random. For m fixed, variability in the estimator 0 
arises from both parts of (3.18). 
The procedure described in Section 2.2.2 can be used to construct a set y of equally-
spaced sample quantiles from the weighted sample distribution function. The standard 
normal quantiles corresponding to y are then equally-spaced. Let P be the model matrix 
obtained by evaluating the basis functions {Pi(-)}f_i at the standard normal quantiles 
corresponding to y. The "equal-weight" estimator analogous to (3.18) is 
0=(P'P)"P'y, (3.19) 
and the elements of P depend only on m. In the following sections, the asymptotic prop­
erties of (3.19) as an estimator of 6 are discussed. The properties of d are investigated 
by extending the theory of L-statistics from the i.i.d. context to the survey sampling 
context. A short discussion of relevant results in the i.i.d. context follows. 
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Given i.i.d. observations Yi,... ,Yn from a distribution F, let ,V(n) denote 
the order statistics of the sample. An L-statiatic is a linear combination of the order 
statistics, e.g. 
r„ = n-'f;ciV-|0 (3.20) 
i=l 
for some constants ci,... , c„. Of particular interest are Z-statistics of the form 
(3.21) 
where J{u) ,u  G [0,1], represents a score func t ion ,  so named because if J is the quan-
tile function of, say, the standard normal distribution, J is a normal score that 
approximates the expected value of the i-th order statistic from a sample of size n. 
For integrable score functions J, 
j ( -——)=nr^ ' '  J{u)du  (3.22) 
\ n / J(i-l)/n 
where the accuracy of the approximation improves as n —>• oo. Then (3.21) is an ap­
proximation to 
r(F„) = n - ' y . \ n  i  j i u ) d u  
= T [n J(u)dJ F-^ f-) [  J { i - i ) / n  \n j  
=  [  F- ' [ t ) J{ t )<k ,  (3.23) 
JO 
where F„ is the sample distribution function and T{ ' )  denotes the functional 
T{F)  =  r  F- \ t ) J{ t )d t . (3.24) 
Jo 
Thus, an L-statistic may be formulated as a function of the sample distribution fimction. 
The formulation (3.23) will play an important role in the extension of i.i.d. results to 
the survey sampling case. The following lemmas will be useful. 
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Let F and G be distribution functions and let 7 be an integrable score function on 
[0,1]. Define 
K{t )  =  f ' J {u )du .  (3.25) 
JO 
Lemma 1 gives an alternative representation for functionals T(-), which is used in Lemma 
2 to derive an expression for differences T(F) — T(G). 
Lemma 1 I fT[F)  — / q  F~^( t )J ( t )d t  i s  f in i t e ,  t hen  
T iF)  =  l^^xdK{F{x) )  ,  
where K(t) is defined in (3.25). 
Proof: The derivative with respect to t  of the function 
r m  
9{ t )  =  /  f {u )du  
J a ( t )  
is given by 
d g j t )  _ 
dt  
Then for K{t )  defined in (3.25), 
dK{ t )  
=  b ' ( t ) ! {b{ t ) ) -a ' ( t ) l {a{ t ) ) .  
= I -  J { t )  -  0  •  J {0 )  
dt  
= m .  
It follows that 
and hence 
j~^xdk{f[x)) = 
= y"  x j [F{x) )dF{x) .  
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The change of variable t  =  F{x)  yields 
x j [F{x) )dFix )  =  F- \ t ) J{ t )d t  (3.26) 
and the result follows. • 
Lemma 2 Let T(-) and K{-) be defined as in (3.24) onrf (3.25), respectively. IfT{G) 
andT{F) are finite, then 
T{G)  -  nF)  = -| [ii-(G(i)) - A'(F (I))] dx .  
Proof: Using Lemma 1 and integration by parts yields 
r(G) - T{F)  =  X [A-(G(I)) - /if(F(i))] 1"^ -1  [A-(G(a:)) - A-(F(I))]  dx .  
(3.27) 
Thus, it is only necessary to show that the first term of (3.27) is zero. Consider 
Urn I [A-(G(i)) - A{f (I))] = Jto I/!'*' A<')du. rc(x) 
'F(i) 
If F{x)  <u< G(x) ,  then G~^(u)  <  x  <  F~^(u) and hence 
rG(x) , rG(x) rG{x)  
/  G  (u )J{u)du  <x  J{u)du  <  F  {u)J{u)du .  (3.28) 
JF(r) J F { X )  J F { X )  
Since T{F)  =  / q  F~^{u)J{u)du  <  oo and T{G)  =  J q  G~^(u)J (u}du  <  oo 
lim [  G ^{u)J (u )du  = lim [  F  ^{u)J{u)du  = 0. (3.29) 
z-*oojp,x) ^-*°°jf(x) x-*oojp^ ^ {
Taking limits, (3.28) becomes 
rU{x}  fU(x}  fUW 
lim / G Hu)J{u)du< lim r / J{u)du< lim / F {u)J{u)du ,  t-^oa — r-foo y/r(x) ~ x^oo Jp^j.) 
(3.30) 
and by (3.29), the left and right sides of (3.30) are zero. Hence, 
Umi [iir(G(i) ) -Ar (F(i) ) ]=0.  
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A similax argument establishes that 
^lim^i[if(C?W)-i ir(F ( i )-)]=0.  
and the result follows. n 
Lemma 3 Let Vi,. . .  ,  be  observa t ions  f rom a  d i s t r ibu t ion  F ,  and  l e t  
Fn(x) = n-if:/(y;<x). 
t=i 
Then the difference T(F„) - T{F)  i s  
T(F„) -  TiF)  =  I  p{x ,  F )dFM -1  Q{x)  [FM -  F(x)] dx ,  (3.31) 
where 
tp{x ,F)  =  -1  [l{x  < y) - f (s,)] j {F(y ) )dy  (3.32) 
is the influence function and 
Q M  =  
K  (Fn( x ) )  -  K ( F ( x ) ]  ,  ,  
0 ifFn{x )  =  F{x ) .  (3 33) 
The second term on the right side of (3,31) is the remainder term. 
Proof: Using Lemma 2, the second term on the right-hand side of (3.31) can be written 
as 
-1  [K (FM)  -  A:( f  fo ) ) ]  dy  +  f  - /•(!,)] j {F(y ) )dy  =  
r(f;) - r(F) + f  [/„(») - Fto)] j {F{y ) )d i3 .M)  
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But 
l[FM-ny)]j{m)dv = /  n-'^f;7{y;<!/)j-F(!/) j{F(y))dy 
=  l U - ' ' L  { H y i < y ) - F i y ) )  J ( n v ) ) d y  
= 5""'  /  iw <y)-  ^ '(! ' ) l  J{F(.y)yy 
«=1 
= 11 [I{x <y)-  F{y)] j{F{y))dydFM 
=  -  J  t p i x ,  F ) d F n { x ) ,  (3.35) 
so the first term on the right-hand side of (3.31) and the last term in (3.34) cancel each 
the i){yi,f). Then (3.31) states that the error in approximation in estimating t{f) 
by T(F„) is approximately the sample mean of the tl}{Yi,F). The quantity ^[Yi,F) 
represents the approximate contribution, or influence, of the observation Yi toward the 
estimation error r(F„) — T(F). Lemma 4 gives conditions \mder which the influence 
function of an observation has zero expectation. 
Lemma 4 Let the random variable X have distribution F and satisfy E{|A'|*^} < oc, 
where A: > 1. Let g be a bounded function. Then 
other out, and the result follows. • 
Since Fn is constant between observations, expression (3.35) is the sample mean of 
(.3.30) 
and 
E| y [/(X<t)-F(t)]  ^ (t) (3.37) 
Proof: Note that 
Fit)  ifx>t, 
l-F(t) ifX<t. 
(3.38) 
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dt 
Therefore, 
J  \ l { X < t ) -  F { t )  \  d t  =  F { t )  d t  +  l ^ [ l  -  F ( < ) ]  d t  
/•jXI roo 
< /  F(t)dt+ /  j^oo 
r\X\ rO rO roo 
< /  l d t +  l d t +  F { t )  d t +  [1 -  F(f)j JO •/—I.X'L J—00 JO 
= 2\x\ -  r f{-t) dt + r[i -  F(F)] dt 
Jo Jo  
< 2\X\ + r  F{-t)  dt  + r[l  -  F(i)] dt Jo Jo  
= 2\X\ + /°°[F(-i) + 1 - F(t)] dt 
Jo 
= 2\X\+ r[Pv{\X\>t} dt 
Jo 
= 21X1 + E{|Ar|}. (3.39) 
There exists an M < oo such that 
E|[ | |[/(x<t)-F(t)]5(t)|dt]*| < E|[supp(i)/ |[/(x<0-i^(<)]|^ii] '} 
< ME {[/ [/(I < () - F (()I dt *1. (3.40) 
For A: > 0. 
LA + ^ '|'<C,|AL* + CFC|6|^ 
where a and b are Eurbitrarv real numbers and 
Cfc = < 
1 ifA:<l, 
2*-^ if > 1. 
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Therefore, 
< /^^^{|2|X|+E{|JF|>F},IF(JR) 
<  f  C t i 2 \ X \ f d F { X ) + f  C i E { | A r | } ' < i F ( X )  JX€N jxeii 
= 2"^ \XfdF(,X) + CiE{|Ji-|}» dF{X) 
= 2'c»E{|J:|'}+ciE{|X|}* 
< oo, (3.41) 
where the first inequality follows from (3.39) and the last inequality follows from the 
hypothesis. Combining (3.40) and (3.41) establishes (3.37). Using (3.37) and Fubini's 
Theorem, 
E{/[/(X<f)-F(f)j !,(()•<(} = [ H X  < t ) - F W \ g { t ) d i \ d F ( X )  
= /  [ H.X <t)-  F{t)  ] dF(X)jg{t)  dt  
= j  {"IsW 
and thus (3.36) follows. • 
3.3 Framework for As5nnptotics 
This section describes the asymptotic framework for investigating the statistical prop­
erties of the spline parameter estimates. Let i be a sequence of stratified finite 
populations, with Lr > Lr-\ strata. Suppose that the finite population in stratum h 
of Pr is a random sample of size Nrh > Nr-iji clusters selected from an infinite super-
population, and that the i-th cluster of stratmn h of Vr contains Nrhi elements. It is 
assiuned throughout that the cluster sizes NrM are uniformly botmded by a finite con­
stant. Associated with the j-th element in cluster i of stratum /i of Pr is a characteristic 
^rhij'  
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The finite popiUation distribution function for Y in stratum h of Vr is defined as 
^rhi 
FRT(L) = MRT' Y, E < I), (3.42) 
i=l J=1 
where Mrh is the total number of elements in stratum hoiVr- The overall finite distri­
bution function for F in Pr is defined as 
ift ^rh ^rhi 
iv(i) = M-'£ £  5;/(Krta < I) 
h=lt=l j=l 
= M;'^MRHFRK{X), (3.43) 
h=\ 
where Mr = M-/» is the total number of elements in Vr- Let F/,(x) denote the 
superpopulation distribution function generating the Yrhij for stratum h of Vr, and let 
Qk denote the support of F/,. Because the finite population in stratum h of Vr is a 
random sample from F/,, 
{Nrk Nrhi ] E Z WVRMI < X) - I = 0 (3.44) 
for all X in Q/,. For simplicity in presenting asymptotic results, let there be a function 
F(X) satisfying 
E |M,F(X) - MRHFF,(X)J = 0 (3.45) 
for all r and for all x in = U/inff The function F(x) is the overall superpopulation 
distribution function, and 
)lr f Kh. ] = E E ^ E L 1'f.yrkil < I) - F-.WI ^ »=1 l,i=l i=i J 
= 0 (3.46) 
by (3-44), (3.45) and (3.45). 
Suppose that in the first-stage sjimpling of population Vr, Urh > 2 clusters tu:e 
selected from stratmn h (independently across the strata) with probabilities Trhi > 0, 
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where i = 1,... , nrh, h = 1,lr, and i^rhi = 1- For a fixed /i, if Trhi = 
the sampling method is simple random sampling and the clusters are selected either 
with replacement or without replacement. If unequal probability sampling is used, the 
clusters are selected with replacement. Within each cluster, some additional stages of 
sampling result in a sample of Urhi elements. Let yrhij and vjrhij be the observation 
and its associated survey weight, where (for simplicity) the first tva clusters are selected 
from stratum hoiVr, and the first Urhi elements are selected from each sampled cluster. 
Here, the lower-case y is used to emphasize that the observation is in the sample. 
Suppose the weight Wrhij is the inverse selection probability for the element rhij .  
Then 
^rh ^rhi 
Grfiix)  = H {yrhij  < x) (3.47) 
«=I J=I 
is design-unbiased for Frh{x). That is, 
E{C?M(x)|^,} = F,h(ar) (3.48) 
where E{-\Vt} denotes the average over all possible samples from Vr- Let 
Gr{x) = A/r~^ 51 £  '^rhijUVrhij  < x) 
h=l i=l j=l 
= M-'^ZMrhOrhix). (3.49) 
A=1 
Combining (3.44) and (3.49) yields 
E{Gp(x)lPj = E^M-'pMrkGrH{x)\Vr^ 
= m-'f^mrkfrkix) 
h=l 
= Fr{x),  (3.50) 
that is, Gr(x) is design-tmbiased for the overall finite population distribution function 
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for Y in Vr-, and hence from (3.46), 
E{Gr(x)-F(x)} = E{E{G,(a:)|P,}-F(x)} 
= E{F,(ar)-F(x)} 
= 0. (3.51) 
Note that Gr may not be a distribution function since 
QR = GRIOO) = E E E ^RKIJ (3-52) 
/i=l i=l j=l 
is not necessarily equal to one. because Eh=i E?=i '^rhij is a statistic that estimates 
Mr. However, the normalized estimator 
FR{X)=Q-'GR{X) (3.53) 
is an empirical distribution function for every r. 
Let 
Lr 
N = Y>^RH (3.54) 
h=l 
be the number of clusters sampled in the first stage of sampling and let 
Lr ^rfi 
m = EE Urhi (3.55) 
/t=l i=I 
be the total number of elements in the sample from Pr- In the remainder, the a.symptotic 
behavior of estimators is derived under the assumption that n (and therefore m) oc 
as r —>• oo. Let 
Wrhij = m'^Wrhij .  (3.56) 
The following condition is a restriction of the sampling design for the r-th sample. 
CONDITION 1 . No survey weight is disproportionately large: 
^HIYJTHIJ = 0{N-^). (3.57) 
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From CONDITION 1, 
Var{G,W} < 
h=l i=l 
f ^ T 2^ 
^rhi 
'^rhijl{yrhii ^ 
,J=1 
T 2 l t  nrh 
S EE /i=l i=I 
^rh 
s EE ft=l i=l 
= nO{n~^) = 0{n~^),  
maxtlrhiwrhij 
. J.'./* 
(3.58) 
It follows from (3.50), (3.51), and (3.58) that, for any x. 
gr{x) = frix) + 0,{n-'^-) (3.59) 
and 
Gr{ x )  =  F { x )  +  O p ( n - ^ / 2 )  (3.60) 
Also, since qr = Gr{oo) and F{oo) = Fr(oo) = 1, 
ir - 1 = Op(n ^/^) , (3.61) 
which, together with (3.59) and (3.60). implies 
/;(AR)=F.(X)+0>-^/2) (3.62) 
and 
fr{x) = f{x)+oj,{n-'^-) :  (3.63) 
Let Fr be the continuous distribution function obtained by connecting the midpoints 
of the steps in Fr with straight lines, and define a set of sample quantiles 
Vrk (3.64) 
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for k = 1,... , m, where m is defined in (3.55). The quantiles {j/rfc}]kLi are equally-spaced 
in probability. The function Fr(ar) defined by 
M 
Fr{ x )  = m"' Hvrk < x) (3.65) 
k=l 
is a step function with ail steps of height m~^ that closely approximates the original 
empirical distribution function Fr{x). CONDITION 1 implies that for some constant 6, 
'UJrhij (3.66) 
for all r, h, i , j .  It follows that, for all x, 
h{x) < Fr{ x )  + - , (3.67) 
n 
and 
Fr{x) > Fr{x) - - , (3.68) 
n 
and hence 
Fr{x) = Fr{x) + 0{n~^) . (3.69) 
Combining (3.62), (3.63), and (3.69) yields 
Fr{ x )  = Fr{ x )  +  Op(n-^/-) . (3.70) 
and 
Fr{x)=-F{ii:) + Oj,{n-'^''), • (3.71) 
3.4 Asymptotic Properties of L-statistics in Complex Sm*veys 
Consider a sequence of finite populations as described in Section 3.3, and let J 
be a bounded, integrable fimction defined on [0,1]. Let the functional T{F) be as 
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defined in (3.26). From (3.62)-(3.63) and (3.70)-(3.71), both Fr{x) and of (3.53) and 
(3.65) are n^/--consistent for the finite population distribution function Fr{x) and for the 
superpopulation distribution function F{x). It is therefore reasonable to consider the 
statistics T{Fr) and T{Fr) as estimators of T{Fr) and T{F). Shao (1994) derives some 
asymptotic results for L-statistics in a framework similar to that discussed in Section 3.3. 
In Shao's work, the sequence of finite populations is not generated by a superpopulation 
model, and interest is in the behavior oiT{Fr) as an estimator of r(Fr). Shao proves that 
under some conditions, an L-statistic T[Fr) is asymptotically normal with expectation 
T(Fr), and that the jackknife method may be used to consistently estimate its variance. 
In this section, Shao's approach is used to investigate the asymptotic behavior of L-
statistics T(Fr) as estimators of T(F), where F is the superpopulation distribution 
function. 
3.4.1 Asymptotic Normality 
We first outUne the proof of Shao's (1994) Theorem 1. which establishes the asymp­
totic normality of Zr-statistics T(Fr). Let , m} be the order statistics of 
the sample and define wj = WrMj/qr if y{i) = Hrhij- By (3.26) and (3.53), 
Thus, T{Fr)  is a linear combination of order statistics. Recall that K{t )  was defined in 
(3.25) as 
m 
t{fr) = ' (3.72) 
where 
(.3.73) 
K{t )  =  f J{u)du.  
0 
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Shao (1994) defines a measure of the diflference between an approximation to the 
score fimction and the score fimction itself by 
'  K  (Fr( x ) ) -  K(Fr(a; ) )  •  .  .  
^ ^  L-L-V _ j(Fr( x ) )  if Fr( x )  ^  Fr( x )  ,  
q;{x) = fr{x) -  frix) ^ 
0 if F r i x )  =  F r { x )  ,  (3 74) 
and writes the diflference 
T{Fr) -  T{Fr) = -1 J{FAx)) [F, (I)  -  F,{I)] dx-f  QUx) [FTW -  F,(I)] dx 
= I^{x,fr)dfr(,x} - Jq-{x) [f;(x) - F,(i)] dx , (3.75) 
where 
iP{x ,Fr)  =  - /  [ r {x < t ) -  F r { t ) ] j { F t { t ) ) d t .  (3.76) 
The first term in (3.75) is shown to be 
y* ^ f^rk ^rhi 
1 i){x, Fr)dFr{ x )  -  q ; ^  IT £ iz ^ ThijZlhi] = (3.77) 
•' h=l i=l J=1 
where 
'IRH ^rhi 
'^'rhij^rhij (3.78) 
A=1 t=l j=l 
is the weighted sample mean of 
4hij = ^ {yrhij, Fr) . (3.79) 
The expected value of z* is zero and the variance of z* is 
{^R ^rhi I E E E [ • (3-80) h=l t=l j=l J 
The quantity WrhijZh^ij represents the approximate contribution of observation yrhij to 
the estimation error T(^Fr) — T{Fr). In addition to CONDITION 1, Shao (1994) requires 
CONDITION 2 liminfr-^oowS^ > 0. 
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CONDITION 3 The function J is bounded on the interval (a, /?), is zero on [0,0] u [/3,1] 
for fixed constants 0 < a < < 1, and satisfies (J.{D) = 0, where fi is Lebesgue measure 
and D = {x : J is discontinuous at a limit point of Fr(x)}. 
CONDITION 4 There exist constants Cq and cp such that 
supFr(ca) < a and infFr(c^) > 
r  
A function J satisfying CONDITION 3 is said to be trimmed at a and /3. Under CONDI­
TIONS 1-4, Shao (1994) shows that 
n P r )  -  T ( F r )  =  «r'r + Op(n-"=), (3.81) 
and 
n^f-\t(fr)-tifr)] . 
^ , •' 4 n{q, 1). (3.82) 
Now consider an L-statistic T{Fr) as an estimator of the superpopulation parameter 
T{F). Asymptotic normality of the L-statistic T{Fr) is derived using Shao's method 
with only minor changes that reflect the superpopulation framework. Define a measure 
of the difference between an approximation to the score function and the score function 
itself by 
r  K  ( F r{ x ) )  -  K ( F { x ) )  ,  ,  
^  ^ -  J ( F { x ) )  if F r { x )  #  F { x )  ,  
Q , ( x )  =  F r i x )  -  F { x )  ^  
0 if Fr(x) = F{x) .  (3 g3j 
Appljfing Lemma 2 and (3.35), the error in approximating T { F )  by T { F r )  is 
T { F r ) - T { F )  =  - f  j { F { x ) ) [ F r { x ) - F i x ) ] d x - l Q r i x ) [ F r { x ) - F { x ) ] d x  
= -1 J{F{x ) )  [F, (x )  -  F(x)]  d x - 1  Q r { x )  [ F r i x )  -  F(ar) ]  d x  
-1 J(F(x))  [F,(x) - F r i x ) ]  d x  (3.84) 
= j i p i x ,  F ) d F r i x )  -  J Q r i x )  [Fr(ar) - F(x)] d x  
-  f  j { F i x ) )  [F,(x) - F,(x)] d x  , (3.85) 
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where 
F )  = - j [ H ^  < t ) -  j { F { t ) ) d t  (3.86) 
is the influence function of (3.32). Let 
^hij ~ '^{Vrhiji F) (3.8* ) 
and 
ZrMj = rPiyrMj,F) (3.88) 
be the values of the influence function at i/rhij (in the sample) and Y'rhij (in the finite 
population), respectively. If the last two integrals on the right-hand side of (3.85) are 
asjmiptotically negligible, the approximation error is ' 
^rhi 
• i p { x ,  F ) d F r { x )  =  ' ^ r h i j ^ r h i j  — 9r (3.89) 
where 
^rk ^rhi 
2 = H ^ThijZrhij-  (3.90) 
h.=l 1=1 j=l 
The quantity WrhijZrhij represents the approximate contribution of observation tjrhtj to 
the estimation error T{Fr) — T{F). The expected value of 2 is 
E{i} = E{E{fiP,}} 
{I l*r ^rh ^rhi F /* II EE EE ^ rhi j  [ -y  [HUrf i i j  < t )  -  F{t ) ]  j [F( t ) )d t ]^r  
- / E {M-' E E E •"'»« 2- -fol \ J{my [ ft=ii=ij=i J 
{R ^rhi 1 - / M,-' E E E (^<)1 J (3.D1) •' h-l i=l j=l J 
-M;' E E E / Wl'RMI < ') - f (i)l j{F{t))dt  I 
h=l t=l J=1 •' J 
{ltt ^rh ^ rhi 1 mr' E E E zrmi [ fc=rl i=l j=l J 
= 0 , (3.92) 
= E 
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where (3.91) follows from (3.51) and (3.92) follows from (3.36). 
Let 
0-2 = Var '^rhij^hij (3.93) 
h=i t=i j=i 
be the variance of the weighted average z. 
Theorem 1 Let the sequence of finite populations be as- described in Subsection 3.3, and 
assume CONDITION 1 holds. In addition, assume 
CONDITION 5 The stratum superpopulation distribution functions Fh are continuous, 
monotone increasing, and have finite 2 + 5 moments (6 > 0) that are uniformly bounded 
by a finite constant. 
CONDITION 6 The function J is a bounded and continuous score function on the interval 
(a, /?) and is zero on [0, a] U [/?, 1], where 0 < a < /? < 1 are fixed constants. 
CONDITION 7 The variance OF of (3.93) satisfies 
limr^oonal = 
for some positive, finite 
Let Fr be the estimator defined in (3.65). Then 
r(F,)=r(F)+,-'2 + 0p(n-"^) (3.94) 
and 
(3.95) 
where qr, z, and CTr are given in (3.52), (3.90), and (3.93), respectively. 
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Proof: Under CONDITIONS 5 and 6, (3.37) implies that 
/ Ufertii < t) - F»(t) + FM - F(t)] j(F(t))di 
= -/l!(VrMf<t)-FUt)lJ(F(t))dt + 0(l) (3.96) 
is a bounded random variable with finite 2 + 5 moments. It follows by CONDITION 1 
and the independence of the cluster totals that for some B < oo 
nrh 
a; = Var{2} < 5^ 11 ^  
/l=l t=l 
Lr nrh 
< EE /i=l i=l 
ir "rh 
s EEB^ h=sl i=l 
= nO{n~')  
= 0(N-^). 
53 '^rhij^hij 
2 
LYRAYB 
LJ=I 
MAX tlrhiwrhij 
(3.97) 
Thus, CONDITION 7 and Theorem 3.1 of Krewski and Rao (1981) imply a~^ {z — £{2}) -4 
N(0,1). Since £{2} = 0 by (3.92) and 1 by (3.61), {qrar)~^z A iV(0,1) and (3.95) 
follows if (3.94) is true. 
From (3.85), 
T{Fr)  -  T{F)  =  q ; '2  -  I  Qrix)  [Fr ix)  -  F(X)] dx-I  J ( F ( x ) )  [/;(X) - Fr{x) ]  dx ,  
(3.98) 
so to demonstrate (3.94), it suffices to show that 
and 
J j(f{x)^ [^r(ar) — •Fr(a^)] dx -^0 
n}^' J Qr{ x )  [FR(^) — (2^)] DX A 0 . 
(3.99) 
(3.100) 
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Because J is bounded and trimmed at a and /0, there exists a constant B such that 
I  J{F{x) )  [ f , (x)  -  Fr (x)]  d x  < Bsup [ F r i x )  -  / ; (x)]  = O(n-i)  
(3.101) 
by (3.69), so (3.99) holds. 
There exist constants Ca and such that F(cq) < a and F{c0) > /?. Define the 
event 
A r  =  {Fr(ca) < « and F r {c0) > /?} . (3.102) 
By (3.71), Fr(ca) - F(cq) A 0 and Fr(c^) - F{c0) A 0. Hence, Pr{w4r} 1. On the 
event Ar, 
J Q r { x )  [Fr(x) - F(a;)] dx| = " Q r i x )  [f;(x) - F(x)] dxj 
< {£' [Qrix)fdxl'' [Prix) - F(x)]'rfx}'f3.103) 
Recall that K { t )  =  j Q j { t ) d t .  By CONDITION 6, the function 
K  ( f i ( x ) )  -  k { F { x ) )  
FR{X) - F(x) 
is a difference quotient that converges in probability to ./^F(x)) as Fr(x) convorgj^ in 
probability to F(x). Thus, Qr{x) A 0 at each continuity point x of ./. Bet au-sc ./ is 
bounded, ||Qr||oo ^ Holder's Inequality, 
n [<3r(x)]" d x  A -  0. (3-104) 
.. . . •'Ca 
Note that 
r 1 6 
Xrhi- = ^ Wrhij[l{yrhij < x) - F(x)] < - (3-105) 
by CONDITION 1, and because the cluster totals Xrhi- are independent, [GR(x) — F(x)] 
behaves  l ike  a  sample  mean of  n  independent  random var iables ,  say  X i ,  i  =  1 , . . .  , n .  
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Because \l{yrhij < x) — F(r)[ is bounded above by one, the random variables X, have 
finite moments of all orders. Let Wi = Xi — E{Xi}. Then (foUoAving Fuller, 1996, page 
241) the expected value of the fourth power of the sample mean w = n~^ 53?=! is 
EFM"} = N-IEKS 
+ 53 wiwjwkwa 
= n-3E{W^^} + Zn-\n - l)Var{H''}-
= C>(n-2). (3.106) 
It follows from (3.106) that for any x, E{[Gr(x) — F(rc)]''} < cn~-, for some constant 
c, and therefore that 
E |y ^  [Gr(x) - F(ar)]'* dxj < cn~-{cf f  — Ca) = 0{n~-) ,  (3.107) 
which implies that 
r  [Gr{ x )  -  F [ x ) \ - d x  = Op(n-i). (3.108) 
J Co 
Note that qrFr{ x )  = Gr{x),  and that Fr, Fr, F, and Gr are all € L- .  In light of (3.108) 
and using the fact gr — 1 = Op{n~^^-), the inequality 
1 1 / + <  2 ' ' ( i i / r + y n f o r / , ^  €  Z p  
yields 
I '" '[Fr{x) -  Fix)] 'dx < 4j^\Gr{x)-F(x)fdx 
4-4 f ^ [Fr{ x )  -  Gr{x)\dx j  co 
< A r^Grix) - Fix)f dx jca 
+ 4(gr - - Ca) 
= Op{n-^) . (3-109) 
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Finally, 
j  ^  \Fr{ x )  -  F{x)^ dx < [Fr(x) -  Fr{x)f dx 
+ 4y  ^  \Fr{ x )  -  F{x)^dx 
= 0(n-')+0p(n-M (3.110) 
by (3.109) and (3.69). Taken together, (3.110) and (3.104) imply (3.100), and the 
theorem is proved. • 
3.4.2 Variance Estimation via Jackknife 
The proof of Theorem 1 and the discussion of the i.i.d. jackknife of Section 3.1 suggest 
that the jackknife procedure may be used to estimate the variance of L-statistics T{Fr) 
and r(Fr), because the estimation error is essentially a sample mean. Theorem 2 (given 
at the end of this section) derives a consistent jackknife estimator of the asymptotic 
variance of an L-statistic T{Fr). The proof of Theorem 2 relies on the proof of 
Theorem 3 of Shao (1994),  which derives a  consistent  est imator  for  the variance S;  
shown in (3.80). 
It is important to imderstand the difference between the variance S; of (3.80) and the 
variance of (3.93). To illustrate, suppose the characteristic Y in the superpopulation 
has mean n and variance ct". Let V = (I'l, Voj - • ? ^V) be a finite population generated 
by the superpopulation, and let the finite population mean and variance be V and 5', 
respectively. Let s be a simple random sample of size n drawn without replacement from 
V. Denote the sample mean by y: 
y = n-^^ Y,. 
TE5 
Classical svirvey methodology treats y as an estimator of the finite population parameter 
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Y, and interest is in the design variance of the mean y, defined as 
E {(!/-?)>} s -  N - n  
n N 
(3.111) 
where the expectation is taken over all ffCn possible samples and / = N~^n is the 
sampling fraction. The term (1 - /) is called the finite population correction. The 
quantity (3.111) is analogous to of (3.80). Estimators of the design variance have 
been derived for a variety of statistics commonly used in the analysis of survey data. 
On the other hand, consider treating y as an estimator of the superpopulation mean 
/X. Then 
= E {(s - fr} + 2E {(5 - ?)(>• - M)} + E {(? - M)'} 
= e|e {(S - ?f\v] } + 2e{e {(S - ?)|P} (F - M)} + E{(F -
which is analogous to 07 of (3.93). 
A comparison between (3.111) and (3.113), together with the fact that S- is unbiased 
for (T (as shown in (3.112)) suggests that an approximation to the design variance of 
a statistic may be used to approximate the unconditional variance of a statistic by 
''undoing" the finite population correction in (3.111). This argument will be used in the 
proof of Theorem 2 below. 
N - n  a -  a -
n  N ' ^  N  
n N 
(3.112) 
f 
n 
(3.113) 
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Shao's jackknife procedure (Shao, 1994, Theorem 3) is as follows. Let 
trh nrhi „ "rgi 
GjF'^(x)  =  Wrhi jHyrhi j  <x)+  • Y ,  51  
h^gi=l j= i  ^9  ^ i^ l  j= l  
(3.114) 
and for / = 1,... ,Urg;g  =  1 , . . .  ,Lr ,  
qi/) = G'IP'Koc), (3.115) 
Fj:^^\x) = (?(»'))"'G[®')(x) . (3.116) 
Let Grhij denote the the fxmction Orkijix) = WrhijliVrhij < x). Then 
p _ fisi) — i_(7 
' ' qr •• 
•  ( i  -  ^ ) -  ; ; e h  g -  -  i  
The jackknife estimator of the design variance of T{Fr) is given by 
^2 ^ (1 - FTH){NRH - 1) G _ T{FR)F, (3.118) 
h=i i=i 
where frh = nrh/NTh if the first-stage sampling is without replacement and frh = 0 if the 
first-stage sampling is with replacement. Shao demonstrates that the estimator 5^ of 
(3.118) is consistent for Sp of (3.-80) under CONDITIONS 1-4 and the following condition. 
CONDITION 8 There are two sequences of sets {JVIR} and such that, for each r, 
{rVft, /l = 1,... , Ir} = {Mr} U {jVor} , 
SUPR maLX.{nrh € MR} < OO and LIMR-»OO NIIN{7VFC E MR} = OO-
In words. CONDITION 8 says that the first-stage sampling design in the h-th stratiun for 
the r-th sample selects either a small number of clusters or a large number of clusters. 
CONDITION 8 is satisfied in the common cases of (i) two-cluster-per-stratmn sampling 
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and (ii) cluster sampling from a single stratum. The proof of Shao's Theorem 3 ex­
ploits the fact that the relationship (3.117) allows the difference R(F/®'') — T{Fr) to be 
expressed in terms of a weighted sample mean of cluster totals, and that the jackknife 
variance estimator of (3.118) satisfies 
N(S;-52)A0.  (3.119)  
Theorem 2 gives the properties of a variance estimator analogous to (3.118), 
based on T{Fr)  rather than T{Fr) .  
Theorem 2 Let the sequence of finite populations Vr be as described in Section 3.3, and 
assume CONDITION 1 and CONDITIONS 5-7 hold. In addition, assume 
CONDITION 9 The number of sampled clusters per stratum Urh is uniformly bounded by 
a finite constant for all r and h. 
LetFr{x),  Fr{x),  andFj^^\x) be the estimators (3.53),  (3.65),  and (3.116),  respectively.  
LetG\.^'^x) be the estimator (3.114), G|®''(x) be the continuous function obtained 
by connecting the midpoints of the steps in G[®'^(x) with straight lines. Define 
GW(2,) = . 
0 i f x < y i ,  
if Vk < ^ < , (3.120) 
i f y m < x ,  
F^'^\X) = (G<»'')'^G<?"(X) , (3.121) 
where is defined in (3.115) and {yk}^i are the "equal-probability" sample points 
defined in (3.64). Thus, Gj?'^(x) and F^®'^(x) are step functions with steps at the points 
yk. Let be as shown in (3.93) and let be the jackknife estimator of based on 
T { F r )  :  
I; = 'T E [RW""') - • (3.122) 
A=1 'VA 
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Define 
-2^1^ {nrk - 1) g _ TiFr)f (3.123) 
H=I "»•/» 
to be the corresponding estimator based on T{Fr). Then 
(3.124) 
and 
(3.125) 
Proof: From Theorem 1, 
ma^ 
4 iV(0,1) . (3.126) 
In the superpopulation framework of Section 3.3, CONDITIONS 5-7 imply CONDITIONS 2-
4, and CONDITION 8 holds whenever CONDITION 9 holds. Thus the conditions of Shao s 
Theorem 3 are satisfied, and the jackknife estimator of (3.118) is consistent for the 
design variance of T(Fr), where T{Fr) is generated by the superpopulation F. Therefore, 
using the argument (see Page 87) put forth in the earlier discussion on estimating the 
variance of the sample mean y, it follows that the jackknife estimator of (3.122). 
obtained from the Jackknife estimator of (3.118) by dropping the finite population 
correction terms, satisfies 
n ((Tr — 07) A 0 . (3.127) 
It follows firom (3.126) and (3.127) that 
.n' l ' \ r {Fr) -T{F) \  
\f^ r 
If (3.124) holds, then (3.125) would follow from (3.124), (3.128), and the fact that 
limr-»OO AS ass\mied in CONDITION 7. Therefore, it suflBces to show (3.124). 
A iV(0,1) . (3.128) 
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Note that for all g and for all /, the discontinuity points of are a subset of the 
discontinuity points of Fr- By the construction (3.120), the discontinuity points of 
are a subset of the discontinuity points of Fr. This fact will be crucial in establishing 
the result (3.124). Recall from (3.69) on Page 77 that Wrhxj = 0{n~^) implies that 
F^^^\x) = F^3^\x)+0{n-^) . 
By CONDITION 1 and CONDITION 9, the jumps in are C>(n"^). It follows that 
F!^^^\x) = F,<5')(x) + 0{n-^) . (3.129) 
From the expressions (3.123) and (3.122), 
7! - df) = n x; E { [t(fi''") - r(F,)]' - [rcF'"") - r(f;)]'} 
h=l t=l •• ' 
= nz L F([R(^.""') -R(F,)] + [T(F<">) -R(/;)]} 
/I=I T=I V' ' 
XI -r(F,)] - [rcFf'i) -r(F,)] 
= « E ~ 2 f (2 -  r(F,)] + 0(n-')} 
A=l t=l V"- '  
X {[r(F;('''^) - r(F('''')] - [T(F,) - r(/;)]} j. (3.130) 
By Shao's Theorem 3, 
^(/^Ci)) _ T{Fr) •= Op(n-^). (3.131) 
From (3.131) and (3.130), 
71 = Op(i) I: g ([r(Fj''^)) - r(F/''^J)] - [r(F,) - r(f;)]} (3.132) 
fc=lt=l •' 
To investigate the order in probability of the simimand in (3.132), we use Lemmas 2 
and 3 to bound the difference [T(F^(»^>) - r(F^f'))] - [T(F,.) - r(F;)] in terms of the 
difference — [fi- — Fr]. Let K{t )  = /q J(s)ds and define the remainder 
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functions and Q2r{x) by 
^ T3.133) 
0 IFF/«"(X) = F,(^'H^) ' 
K ( F J x ) ) - K ( F r i x ) )  ,  ,  .  
^  ^ ^  ^  -  J ( F { x ) )  if Fr{x}  ^  Fr{x) ,  
Fr{x)-Fr{x) ^ 3.134 
(3L?'(X) = < 
Q2r{x) = < 
From Lemma 2, 
if Fr{x) = Fr{x) .  
and 
lq[f{x)[fi^'\x)-f!^^'\x)]dx 
= j  K {F^/^x)]  dx-J K{Fj:S^\x))  -1J {Fix))  dx 
=  T {F^' '^)  -  -  I  J { F { x ) )  [f/®"(x) - F ^'^\x)] dx (3.135) 
j qorix) [FR(X) - FR(X)] dx 
= Jk  { F r i x)) dx-I K(Fr(x))  - 1  j { F i x ) )  [ / ; ( ! )  -  F , (x)]  d x  
= T{Fr) - T{Fr) - I J(F(x)) [f,(x) - F;(x)] dx . (3.136) 
Combining (3.135) and (3.136) yields 
[r(F^3") -r(F/®'))] -  [T{Fr)-T{Fr)] = 
I Q [ f i x )  [ f<®')(x) -F^^'Hx)] dx-IQ2r{x) [f,(x) - Fr{x)\  dx 
- I J(F(x)) { [fJ®'>(x) - F(^''>(x)] - [f;(x) - Fr(x)]} dx . (3.1.37) 
Recall from the proof of Theorem 1 that there exist constants Ca and cg such that 
F(ca) < ck and F(c^) > /?. Define the event 
Br = |inax{Fr{c„),F^'"(co), f 'r(Ca), fJ ' ' '{ '«)} < o 
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Because all of the functions Fr{x), Fr{x), and Fj;^^\x) converge in probability 
to F{x) as r ->^ 00, Pr{Br} 1- On the event B r ,  
[R(FW) - R(FM)] - [T{F,) - R(/;)] = 
- f' 'j(F{x)){lFf^\x)-f^Hx)]~[FAx)-F,(^)]}<'x- (3.138) 
•/CO 
As in (3.104), 
r[Q[f(.x)fdx-!*0 (3.139) 
'Co 
and 
[ Q 2 r{x)] 'dx A 0 . (3.140) 
From (3.69) and (3.129), 
[Fi^'H^r) -  Fji^^\x)] 'dx = 0(n--) (3.141) 
'CO 
and 
1^" [f;(x) -  F r{x)] 'dx = 0(n-2) . (3.142) 
By (3.139)-(3.142), Holder's Inequality, and the fact that Pr{Sr} 1, 
I [t(fW) - T I F } ' " ) ]  -  [t(A) - r(/;)] 
Op(n-') +  \ r  {[fr"'"(^) - f.!'"'(i)] - [f'r(l) - jV(2:)]}dl| <3.143) 
Because J  is bounded, the order in probability of the absolute value term on the right-
hand side of (3.143) is the order in probability of the integral 
^9i) = £ I - Fj^'')(x)] - [F;(x) - F,(x)] I. (3.144) 
In light of (3.144), (3.143), and (3.132) it remains only to show that 
= Op(n-^) . (3.145) 
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The following example illustrates the argument used to prove (3.145). Consider the 
data shown in Table 3.2. Note that = 1. The step function shown in Figure 3.1 is 
the weighted CDF Gr, and the dashed line connecting the steps is the interpolated CDF 
Gr. The vertical dashed lines indicate the placement of the equal-weight observations. 
Table 3.2 Data for the jackknife example. 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Vi  3.7 5.4 6.0 7.5 7.9 8.4 9.2 10.0 10.4 10.6 10.8 11.0 12.4 13.8 
Wi .037 .042 .046 .062 .071 .089 .071 .046 .060 .071 .085 .094 .097 .129 
1.0 H 
0.B-
0.7-
0.4-
0.3-
0.1-
0.0-i 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
— WBighMd OOF imarp (Mad CDF 
Equal-weight 
Figure 3.1 Gr, Gr, and discontinuity points of 
Consider the fimction G^^ obtained after deleting r/s from the sample and leaving 
the other weights unchanged. Figure 3.2 shows the step functions Gr (solid line) and 
(dashed line). The vertical reference line marks the value of jfe- The fimctions Gr 
and G^®^ coincide up to ye, and are parallel thereafter. 
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1.01 
0.9-
0.8-
0.7-
0.6-
0.5-
0.4-
0.1-
0.0-1 
3 
Y 
— Pull-sample — WHh y6 daWwl 
Figure 3.2 Gr and 
Figure 3.3 shows the four functions Gr, Gr, and labeled as "Full-sample 
Step", "Full-sample Interpolated", "Jackknife Step" and "Jackknife Interpolated", re­
spectively. Except in the vicinity of ye, the interpolated functions Gr and GJ.®' are 
parallel to each other. Therefore, for any x outside the vicinity of ye, 
Gr( x )  -  Gr( x }  = - (3.14G) 
The function of the form (3.120) is a step function with steps at tlu- points 
marked with dashed vertical lines in Figure 3.1. Thus, by (3.146), 
Gr(x)  -  Gr(T)  -  G(®)(ar) - G[®)(a:) = 0 (3.147) 
for all X outside the vicinity of yg, where 
G r ( x )  =  q r F r { x )  . (3.148) 
The preceding example indicates that the difference of differences (3.147) is well 
behaved. Expressing (3.144) in terms of the G fimctions rather than the F fimctions is 
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1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 I I I I I I I I I I I 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Fun-tample Slap 
JacMtnite Step 
• Pull-sample imerpoiated 
JocMinite Intipolaied 
Figure 3.3 Gr, Gr,Gf\ and 
the next step in the proof of (3.145). By (3.116) and (3.53), 
F,(x) -  FW)(I) = L-' -  G,(x) + («?")"' [G,(i) - CJW'W] . 
(3.149) 
Similarly, by (3.121) and (3.148), 
r,(i) - - (??")"'] 6r[x) + ' [g.(i) - gw(i)] . 
(3.150) 
Combining (3.149) and (3.150) yields 
F,(x) -  fi'-Hx) -  FAx) + P^Hx) = [«-' -  (,W) "'] [g,(x) -  G,W] 
From Condition 1, 
mjoc [Gr(x) — Gr(x)] = Op{n~^) . (3.152) 
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Because Qr and 9^®'' are weighted sample means that estimate one, a Taylor series zirgu-
ment yields 
Q;^ - 1 = ^3 153) 
and 
(?W)"'-1 = 0,(7!-"=). (3.154) 
Using (3.154), and substituting (3.151) into (3.144), yields 
AM < £'I [Gr(l)-Gr(l)]<ir| 
+ I £' (9?")"' [gax) - gr(x) - Gi.'"(x) + GW(I)] <ix\ 
= OP(N-V2) + o,(l)| £" [g,(i) - GAx) -  ai>'\x) + GW'(x)] dx\. 
(3.155) 
The fimctions Gr(x), Gr(x), G{®'^(x), and G|?''(ar) are constant over each interval 
defined by the partition 
y -  {Vrhij} U {j/ifc} . (3.156) 
Suppose there are m* interveJs defined by the partition, and let Ci,5i be the midpoint 
and the width, respectively, of the i-th interval, i = 1,... ,771*. Then the integral 
I'' [g,(i) - g,(i) - Gi.»'l(i) + Gi."l(i)] dx 
is simply the simi 
m* 
£ Si g,(c) - g,(Ci) - gw(Ci) + G!.'"(CI) • (3.15V) 
t=l 
Figures 3.1-3.3 and expression (3.114) demonstrate that the parallel nature of Gr{x), 
Gr{x), G}?'^(x), and Gj®'^(x) ensures that the bracketed term in (3.157) is identically 
zero, except in the vicinity of sample points yrhij in stratiun g. 
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Condition 5 implies that for all c® < x < c^, there exists a finite constant A such 
that 
/-'(G,(I)) - < >I|G,(I) - G<»'L(I)|. (3.158) 
If Condition 9 holds, there are a bounded number of clusters and a bounded number 
of observations in the g-th stratum. Therefore, as shown in (3.114), the weights of only 
a bounded number of observations differ between Gr and It follows from (3.158) 
that increasing or decreasing an observation's weight by an amount that is C!?(n"^) affects 
an interval of length 0{n~^). Thus, the length of interval affected by an observation in 
stratum g is 0(n~^). Then (3.157) is the sum of a bounded number of terms, each of 
size 0(n~^). Therefore, 
I f [Gr(ar) - Gr(x) - + G(^''(x)] rfx| = o{n-') . (3.159) 
Combining (3.155) and (3.159) yields (3.145), and the proof is complete. • 
3.5 Regression Spline Parameter Estimates As L-Statistics 
Consider the data Yij and the survey weights Wij of Section 2.2. Suppose that the 
Yij are generated by a superpopulation random variable V with distribution function F. 
such that for all u € [0,1], the quantile function of i' satisfies 
F~\u) = kff = ^0kZk(u) (3.160) 
A=I 
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where p is a finite integer, 0 = [61,62,. . .  ,dp]' is a vector of fixed parameters, ^ 
[6> €2, • • • I ^p]' is a vector of known join points, 
Zi{u) =  1 ,  
z2{u) = 
z,(u) =  [ * - ' ( « ) [ « " ' ( « ) >  
Z,(U) = [$-'(«)-EP-2]^+/?!, [4-'W - +AP [«-'M - . 
and 
^2ik = (^p-l - Cp)~^(Cp — ^fc-2) > 
for fc = 1,2,... ,p. Here, [i-oj+ denotes the function maxfo, (x — a)^J. For this choice 
of {Z/fe}, there are as many parameters as interior join points. The function hff^ is a 
piecewise polynomial function with linear end segments and cubic interior segments, and 
has two continuous derivatives. For some vector of probabilities A, for 
k = l, . . . ,p. 
Let be the l-th order statistic of the sample: I = 1,... , m; and let uv be the 
corresponding sample weight: wi = Wij if Y\i) = Yij. The full-sample weighted CDF is 
(m \ m WJ 53 ^ • (3.161) 1=1 J i=i 
Let F{x) be the continuous fimction obtained by connecting the midpoints of the steps 
in F{x) with straight lines, and let Yi be the Z-th equal-weight value — .5)). 
The equal-weight CDF F{x) is 
m 
F(x) = m-^ 531{Yi < x) . (3.162) 
T=I 
Denote the m x 1 vector with elements Yi by y. 
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Fix 0 < Ao < mia{Ai, 1 — Ap}, and define two truncation points and 
^p+i = $~^(1 - Ao). Let ui = (m)"^(Z - .5) for / = 1,..., m and denote {i : xk <ui < 
Ap+i} by for fc = 0,... ,p. Let P be the model matrix whose I, A:-th element is 
[zkiui)iixo <ui < AP+I)] 
and define 
t = m-'P'y . (3.163) 
The PIP matrix depends only on the sample size m. Define the estimator 0 by 
e = (P'P)~^P'y = (m-^P'P)~^ t. (3.164) 
Note that the estimator (3.164) is similar to the vector of regression coefficients (2.89) 
in Chapter 2, except that (3.164) places zero weight on the extreme order statistics 
corresponding to the ui ^ aq. This modification reflects the use of trimmed score 
functions j in Chapter 3. 
Let Xi — — .5)) for Z = 1,... , m, and note that 
f y' 'd^{y) = fir , (3.165) j —oo 
where /v denotes the r-th moment of the standard normal distribution, which is finite 
for all r > 0. To investigate the large-sample behavior of P'P, consider approximating 
the integral 
(3.166) 
ho 
using the Trapezoidal Rule on each interval (^)] ^ 
1/(m) G [Ao, 1 — Ao]. Let [xj denote the greatest integer less than or equal to x, and for 
each m, let t  = [mAoJ, so that the possible values of I are t -I-1, f -h 2,... ,m — t .  Then 
/  y '^d^y) = j y d^{y) + — 2-
•'€6 J^O JTL 2 
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where i// € [jjj, ^]. The first summation in (3.167) is a telescoping series: 
m—t vr I \rr yr vr m—t—I 
+ E x; 
I=T+I ^ 2 2 
YR VR 
= • (3168) 
^ /=t+l 
On the closed interval [Co,^p+i], is bounded, so the second summation in (3.167) 
is 0(m~2). Also, as m oo, Ao and ^ -> 1 - Aq, so the two integrals on the 
right-hand side of (3.167) also vanish as m oo. Then, 
E x; T"' /</«(») 
/6/lo 
= aor- (3.169) 
Similar arguments jaeld 
r^p+i 
m 
e x[ [x, - i - 3e.y^ 
;C4. •-
= afcr, (3.170) 
•^P+L 
l€Aie 
c2„,l+r , c3„r + 3&-'' + & rf$(y)  
= 6fcr, (3.171) 
E ^ [I/® - 3(EIT + ^k')y' 
leai •• 
+ 3(^|, + S^FC/^AR + ^l)y* 
+3(E|.EFC+3E^EFC+EIFC'^FC)R 
= Cfcfc., " (3.172) 
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leat 
+ 154J!,'-6?|Y + 5J]<I${S/) 
= di, (3.173) 
•where k' < k ia (3.172). By (3.170)-(3.173), m-^P'P converges to the symmetric con­
stant matrix G = {9ij}^j-i where 
911 — °oo (3.1/4) 
912 = ooi (3.175) 
9lk = bk-2,0 + P2kbp-l,0 + 03kbpO (3.176) 
^22 ~ O02 (3.1/() 
92k = bk-2,l + P2kbp-l,l + p3kbpl (3.178) 
9k'k = Ck-2,k'-2 +p2kCp-l,k'-2+P3kCp,k'-2 (3.179) 
+ 02k'Cp-l,k-2 + P2k'P2kdp-l + 02k'^kCp,p-\. 
+ 03k'Cp,k-2 + 0Zkf P2kCp,p-\. + p3k'p3kdp 
and Ar' < A: = 3,... ,p. 
The functions 1, x, and {(^ ^ subset of the basis functions for the 
family of cubic splines on [Cor^p+i] with interior knots - Because the {Zk} 
are linearly independent combinations of these basis fimctions, the limit matrix G is 
nonsingvilar. By the continuity of the inverse, it follows that 
(m-^P'P) = G"^ + 0(m-2) . (3.180) 
The Ar-th row of T is 
m // — 5\ 
Tt(F) = m-' •£ Jt ( ^  j V,, (3.181) 
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where 
Jk{u) = 
0 if It < Ao 
Zk{u) if Ao < u < Ap+i 
0 if Ap+i < u. 
The statistic Tk{F) is an estimator of 
Tk{F)= r  F-\u)Jk{u)du .  
Jo 
Then by (3.160), 
Ti{F) = 6i f [Zi(ii)]^rfu + 02 [  Zi{u)Z2{u)du + j AO •* AO 
rl-Ao 
+ Bp Zi{u)Zp{u)du j an.} 
= 0L5LL + ^2^12 + . . • + opqip , 
To{F) = 6i f Z2{u)Z\{u)du + d2 f [Z2{u)]'du j xq j xq 
rl—Ao 
+ / z2{u)zp{u)du j ao—2 
+ , 
= ^1^21 + 02922 + . .. + 0P52P » 
triif) = [ Zz{u)Zi{;a)du + 62 f Zz{u)Z2{y)du + j\x j xi 
+ dp f Zz{u)Zp{u)du j ao.2 
= ®1^31 + ^ 2^32 + .. - + 0P^3P R 
and so forth, up to 
t^f) = 01 f Zp{u)Zi{u)du + 92 f Zp{u)Z2{u)dt + j xp^2 ap—2 
+ 0p f [Zp{u)Ydu 
JXn—^ /
rl—Xo 
Ap-2 
0i9pi + 029p2 + -.. + 0p9pp > 
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where repeated use of the substitution y = $ ^(u) in each of the integrands is used to 
obtain the quantities derived in (3.170)-(3.173). In matrix notation, 
TiiF) 
t2if) 
tpif) 
= Ge (3.188) 
Note that the score functions Jk satisfy Condition 6. Let the sample design be 
stratified cluster sampling with L design strata, where Cg clusters are sampled from 
stratum s; s = 1... , L. Assume that the sample is generated by the process described 
in Section 3.3, and that the sample design and the superpopulation distribution F satisfy 
Conditions 1 and 5. Asssume further that for fc = 1,... ,p, Condition 7 holds for 
the weighted average Zk associated with Jk of (3.182). Then each element of T is an 
£-statistic that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Let c be a p x 1 column vector 
with elements c/t, Ar = 1,... ,p. From (3.181), the linear combination 
c'T = CiTTl yi-h . . .  + CpTTl 
"P'M 
yi 
= M ^53 
1=1 m + rn ) 
yi (3.189) 
which is also an L-statistic that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, because any linear 
combination of the Jk satisfies Condition 6. By the conclusion of Theorem 1, 
N^/2[C'T-C'T] 
iV(0 , l ) ,  (3.190) 
where T is the p x 1 vector of the TkiF) shown in (3.183), and is the variance of 
c'T as in (3.93). Therefore, the limiting distribution of T is multivariate normal with 
mean vector T. This fact, combined with (3.188) and (3.180) implies that the limiting 
distribution of d is multivariate normal with mean vector G~^G0 = 0. 
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Suppose, in addition, that Condition 9 holds. Then Theorem 2 justifies the use of 
the jackknife to estimate the variance-covariance matrix of 0. The jackknife procedure 
described here is a multivariate extension to the procedure described in Theorem 2. 
Define the set of jackknife weights : / = 1,... , m} by 
wi = . 
0 if Y{i) is in cluster t of stratum s, 
(Cs - l)~^CsWi if F(i) is in stratum s, but not in cluster t, 
wi is not in stratum s. (3.191) 
The (s, f)-deleted weighted GDF is 
(M \ 1 M £ < x) .  (3.192) Z=1 / 1=1 
Let F^*''(x) be the continuous function obtained by connecting the midpoints of the 
steps in F(*''(x) with straight lines. Define 
for/ = l, 
F^'^\Yi) - for / = 2 , . . .  ,m, 
and let F^'*^(x) be the step function with a step height at the point Yi. Let P,t be 
the matrix whose i, Ar-th element is 
= (3.193) 
Z,(|;II"")/(A„<I:R'< V.)]. 
and let be the vector 
T('''=P;,DIAG(5L''') Y. (3.194) 
By (3.26), the Ar-th row of (3.194) is 
i=l Vi=l / 
where Jkiti) is defined in (3.182). 
(3.195) 
(3.196) 
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Denote the variance-covariance matrix of T from (3.163) by S-j.. From Theorem 2, 
the jackknife estimator 
Sj = ^ ^ - T] - T]' (3.197) 
5=1 T=I 
is consistent for S-f. Let denote the variance-covariance matrix of B. Because 
^ is a fixed, known matrix, it follows from (3.197) that an estimator of 
is 
E^ = (m-^P'P) ^ Et (m-^P'P)"^ . (3.198) 
In practice, researchers are rarely interested in the parameter vector 0 itself, but 
instead are concerned with estimating fimctions of 9. For example, given u € [0,1], 
(3.160) states that the w-th quantile of K is a linear combination c'0, where the elements 
of c are the values of the basis fimctions Zk evaluated at the point u. It follows from 
(3.160) that an estimator of the w-th quantile QY{U) of V is 
Q Y { U )  = c'0 , (3.199) 
and a estimator of its variance is 
^ {Qv(u)} = c'E^c . (3.200) 
The same argument used to show (3.190) yields 
^VAR{QR(U)} 
For smooth nonlinear fimctions of 0, Taylor series methods such as those used in 3.1 
may be combined with the jackknife procedure for variance estimation. 
An alternative estimator of the w-th quantile of K is the sample quantile 
Q Y { U )  = F ~ ^ { U )  = inf : F { t )  >  u} , (3.202) 
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where F(u) is defined in (3.161). Francisco and Fuller (1991) obtain limiting results for 
sample quantiles by placing restrictions on the sampling design that ensure stable local 
behavior of F, and they derive a consistent estimator of the variance of a sample quantile. 
However, as mentioned in Section 4.2.4, Page 163 of Wolter (1985), the jackknife fails 
to produce consistent estimators for the variance of Qy(u), because the sample quantile 
does not satisfy the smoothness criteria discussed by Shao and Wu (1989). 
In what follows, the jackknife procedure described above is applied to a set of data 
taken from the 1985 Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals (CSFII). The 
data are four observations of daily intake for several dietary components (energy, iron, 
protein, vitjunin A, and vitamin- C) collected from a sample of 737 women ages 25 to 50. 
The data were collected according to a stratified cluster design with 48 strata and two 
clusters per stratum. Earlier analysis of this data set by Nusser et al. (1996), using the 
method described in Chapter 2, suggested that the observed intakes be transformed as 
described in Section 2.2.3 prior to analysis, and that a spline regression using equally-
spaced join points be used to model the normal quantile-quantile plot of the power-
transformed data. To shift the data away from zero, a small positive quantity is added 
to each observation before applying the power transformation (see Equation (2.37) in 
Section 2.2.4 on Page 16). Table 3.3 shows the shift, power transformation, and the join 
point vector for each dietary component. The join points are placed as in Nusser et al. 
(1996). 
Table 3.3 Initial transformations and join points in the CSFII example. 
• "Inverse .. . 
Component Shift of Power Join Points 
Energy 0.1497928 2 {±2.33, ±1.17,0.00} 
Iron 0.0009969 2.5 {±2.33, ±1.40, ±0.47} 
Protein 0.0060218 2 {±2.33, ±1.40, ±0.47} 
Vitamin A 0.0802798 5.5 {±2.33, ±1.81, ±1.29, ±0.78, ±0.26} 
Vitamin C 0-0074691 3.5 {±2.33, ±1.40, ±0-47} 
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Tables 3.4-3.8 compare seven estimators for quantiles of the distribution of trajis-
formed daily intake. The boldface entries are estimated quantiles. Estimated standard 
errors appear below each estimated quantile. Six of the estimators are based on estima­
tors of regression spline parameters; 0 is the estimator from Section 2.3.3, and is the 
estimator (3.164), where the superscript in brackets indicates the choice of truncation 
point Afl. Five different values of Ao are used: 0, 0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, and 0.005. Thus, 
0^°' indicates no trimming, while indicates trimming at 0.005 and 0.995. The sev­
enth estimator considered is the sample quantile (3.202). The estimates in the columns 
labeled Qy are obtained from the Univariate option of the PCCARP program (Fuller 
et al., 1989), which uses a smoothed version of the test-inversion procedure described in 
Corollary 1 of Francisco and Fuller (1991) to estimate a 95% confidence interval for the 
sample quantile QY{U) of (3.202). The estimated standard error of Qyi'^) is one-fourth 
of the length of the 95% confidence interval. The point estimates in the column labeled 
6 are 
Q^{u) = c'fl , (3.203) 
where c is shown in (3.199) and 0 is the estimator (2.89) of Section 2.3.3 computed 
from the full sample. The estimated standard error for a quantile in the 0 column is the 
square root of 
= , (3.204) 
" s=lt=l I- J 
where, similar to (3.203), 
(3.205) 
tf 
The estimator 0^'^^ is (2.89) computed from the sample obtained by deleting the elements 
in cluster t of stratum s, doubling the weight of the elements in the remaining cluster of 
stratimi s, and leaving the weights of all other observations tmchanged. Construction of 
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the equal-weight sample and selection of join points are performed independently for the 
full sample and for each jackknife replicate. Expression (3.204) is a "practical" jackknife 
variance estimator, in the sense that each jackknife replicate is computed using the same 
algorithm used to compute the full-sample estimate. Dodd et al. (1996) examines the 
performance of an estimator similar to (3.204) in the context of estimating usual intake 
quantiles. 
The point estimates with different degrees of truncation are computed as shown in 
(3.199), with correponding standard errors computed by taking the square root of the 
jackknife variance (3.200). It is expected that the model-based estimators of extreme 
quantiles are less variable than the test-inversion estimators computed from the same 
data, but have essentially the same variability for more central quantiles. This is because 
the regression model smooths out the tails of the distribution, but has little effect near 
the center of the distribution. For large values of Aq, the model-based estimators ignore 
many of the extreme data values. Therefore, the test-inversion estimators of extreme 
quantiles are expected to have higher precision than the corresponding model-based 
estimators constructed with large values of Aq. 
-FOI The point estimates based on 0 differ from those based on 0 because the normal 
score associated with the Z-th order statistic is computed differently: 
used for 0, while dietary components, the i)oint 
estimates in the column corresponding to 0^°' are identical (to four decimal placps) to 
those in the column corresponding to although the estimated standard errors 
differ slightly. Increasing the value of Aq has little effect on the point estimates for 
the six model-based estimators, but has a dramatic effect on the standard errors of 
tail quantiles. In general, the estimated vjiriability in the estimators 0^°' and is 
smaller than or the same as the estimated variability in the test-inversion estimator, but 
the estimated variability in the other trimmed model-based estimators is much larger 
for extreme quantiles. This fact holds across dietary components. The same cannot be 
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said for the estimated variability in d. For some dietary components, such as energy, 
and vitamin C, the "practical" jackknife gives estimates similar to those of the jackknife 
procedture described in Theorem 2. For other dietary components such as iron, protein, 
and vitamin A, the "practical" jackknife variance estimator is sometimes much larger 
than the jackknife variance estimator for It turns out that the number of join points 
often differ across replicates for iron, protein, and vitamin C, but almost never differ 
across replicates for the other dietary components. The point estimates for all seven 
estimators agree quite well, even in the tails of the distribution, where the model-based 
quantiles might be expected to suffer from model misspecification. 
Table 3.4 Estimators of quantiles Q Y { U )  for energy in the CSFII example. 
u qY e 0to] 0[OOO1] ^[.0005] 0t-ooi] 0[.OO5] 
.01 1.5585 1.5849 1.5857 1.5857 1.5864 1.5978 1.6133 
0.0987 0.0718 0.0675 0.0671 0.0700 0.0753 0.0982 
.05 2.3182 2.2889 2.2902 2.2902 2.2905 2.2938 2.3008 
0.0637 0.0458 0.0441 0.0445 0.0451 0.0467 0.0480 
.10 2.6668 2.6482 2.6495 2.6495 2.6496 2.6498 2.6525 
0.0389 0.0402 0.0385 0.0390 0.0394 0.0402 0.0396 
.25 3.1852 3.2044 3.2052 3.2052 3.2050 3.2031 3.1998 
0.0311 0.0324 0.0304 0.0302 0.0302 0.0299 0.0305 
.50 3.7681 3.7644 3.7642 3.7642 3.7641 3.7638 3.7613 
0.0266 0.0299 0.0259 0.0260 0.0272 0.0274 0.0267 
.75 4.3089 4.3037 4.3024 4.3024 4.3028 4.3052 4.3128 
0.0283 0.0322 0.0362 0.0324 0.0380 0.0356 0.0372 
.90 4.8909 4.8684 4.8662 4.8662 4.8664 4.8670 4.8693 
0.0450 0.0541 0.0494 0.0447 0.0471 0.0431 0.0448 
.95 5.2302 5.2709 5.2688 5.2688 5.2683 5.2642 5.2495 
0.0620 0.0588 0.0513 0.0559 0.0586 0.0712 0.0669 
.99 6.0188 6.1027 6.1019 6.1019 6.0991 6.0821 6.0186 
- 0.1136 0.1341 •0.0803 0.1021 0.1626 0.2083 0.1959 
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Table 3.5 Estimators of quantiles Q>'(u) for iron in the CSFII example. 
11 QY 0 0M 0[-oooi) ^[.0005] 0t-OOl] 0[-OO5] 
.01 1.1915 1.0867 1.0841 1.0841 1.0849 1.0960 1.1387 
0.0650 0.0519 0.0491 0.0492 0.0503 0.0534 0.0558 
.05 1.5943 1.6066 1.6080 1.6080 1.6077 1.6074 1.6089 
0.0393 0.0555 0.0316 0.0318 0.0320 0.0314 0.0325 
.10 1.8296 1.8341 1.8359 1.8359 1.8356 1.8333 1.8263 
0.0283 0.0428 0.0268 0.0270 0.0270 0.0266 0.0273 
.25 2.1288 2.1239 2.1241 2.1241 2.1243 2.1247 2.1249 
0.0147 0.0267 0.0156 0.0152 0.0156 0.0158 0.0157 
.50 2.4190 2.4208 2.4206 2.4206 2.4204 2.4204 2.4211 
0.0136 0.0135 0.0139 0.0136 0.0142 0.0131 0.0145 
.75 2.7190 2.7268 2.7266 2.7266 2.7266 2.7263 2.7250 
0.0187 0.0300 0.0166 0.0165 0.0165 0.0168 0.0164 
.90 3.0495 3.0370 3.0355 3.0355 3.0367 3.0392 3.0433 
0.0219 0.0375 0.0322 0.0267 0.0308 0.0307 0.0298 
.95 3.2630 3.2791 3.2774 3.2774 3.2775 3.2778 3.2777 
0.0307 0.0478 0.0295 0.0284 0.0284 0.0283 0.0337 
.99 3.8468 3.8277 3.8274 3.8274 3.8217 3.8099 3.7863 
0.0920 0.0673 0.0844 0.0886 0.1234 0.1082 0.1833 
Table 3.6 Estimators of quantiles Q r { u )  for protein in the CSFII example. 
u QY 0 M 0t-oooil [^.0005] 0[.OO1] [^.005] 
.01 0.2407 0.2421 0.2394 0.2394 0.2376 0.2361 0.2448 
0.0254 0.0158 0.0164 0.0164 0.0168 0.0182 0.0216 
.05 0.4443 0.4306 0.4314 0.4314 0.4315 0.4312 0.4313 
0.0107 0.0145 0.0097 0.0099 0.0099 0.0100 0.0101 
.10 0.5091 0.5159 0.5172 0.5172 0.5176 0.5178 0.5163 
0.0078 0.0084 0.0083 0.0084 0.0084 0.0083 0.0081 
.25 0.6345 0.6312 0.6314 0.6314 0.6314 0.6317 0.6321 
0.0072 0.0073 0.0066 0.0066 0.0067 0.0066 0.0068 
.50 0.7523 0.7531 0.7529 0.7529 0.7528 0.7525 0.7522 
0.0059 0.0056 0.0057 0.0057 0.0058 0.0057 0.0056 
.75 0.8677 0.8685 0.8684 0.8684 0.8685 0.8687 0.8686 
0.0069 0.0072 0.0063 0.0063 0.0063 0.0063 0.0064 
.90 0.9792 0.9765 0.9757 0.9757 0.9756 0.9766 0.9791 
0.0091 0.0085 0.0097 0.0093 .0.0108 0.0092 0.0111 
.95 1.0650 1.0666 1.0655 1.0655 1.0654 1.0653 1.0648 
0.0115 0.0200 0.0128 0.0126 0.0127 0.0128 0.0131 
.99 1.2574 1.2807 1.2803 1.2803 1.2804 1.2749 1.2598 
0.0363 0.0383 0.0363 0.0439 0.0462 0.0449 0.0597 
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Table 3.7 Estimators of quantiles qy{i^) for Vitamin A in the CSFII example. 
u qY e §W #[.0001] #[.0005] #[.00X] #[.005] 
.01 1.3675 1.3988 1.3633 1.3633 1.3505 1.3235 1.2964 
0.1832 0.0808 0.0810 0.0809 0.0723 0.0941 0.1438 
.05 2.2154 2.1714 2.1896 2.1896 2.1955 2.2059 2.2150 
0.0330 0.0499 0.0484 0.0484 0.0524 0.0454 0.0405 
.10 2.4030 2.4229 2.4189 2.4189 2.4170 2.4140 2.4121 
0.0281 0.0301 0.0215 0.0216 0.0211 0.0224 0.0235 
.25 2.7546 2.7519 2.7549 2.7549 2.7559 2.7576 2.7587 
0.0166 0.0197 0.0193 0.0193 0.0198 0.0189 0.0187 
.50 3.0904 3.0890 3.0879 3.0879 3.0878 3.0873 3.0852 
0.0168 0.0195 0.0167 0.0169 0.0171 0.0172 0.0173 
.75 3.4364 3.4323 3.4304 3.4304 3.4296 3.4295 3.4349 
0.0207 0.0276 0.0229 0.0212 0.0225 0.0228 0.0237 
.90 3.7747 3.8039 3.8034 3.8034 3.8048 3.8048 3.7957 
0.0280 0.0426 0.0282 0.0282 0.0320 0.0306 0.0306 
.95 4.0337 3.9793 3.9731 3.9731 3.9687 3.9693 4.0024 
0.0347 0.0690 0.0564 0.0435 0.0653 0.0681 0.0766 
.99 4.6161 4.8571 4.8532 4.8532 4.8626 4.8613 4.7288 
0.1386 0.1303 0.1240 0.1340 0.1860 0.2019 0.3464 
Table 3.8 Estimators of quantiles qY{U) for Vitamin C in the CSFII example. 
u qY e #[.0001] #[.0005] #[.001] #[.005] 
.01 0.7999 0.8752 0.8399 0.8399 0.8274 0.8032 0.7833 
0.1056 0.0577 0.0616 0.0619 0.0607 0.0711 0.0967 
.05 1.6861 1.6796 1.6791 1.6791 1.6793 1.6789 1.6785 
0.0449 0.0403 0.0409 0.0406 0.0412 0.0397 0.0421 
.10 2.0400 2.0291 2.0357 2.0357 2.0383 2.0429 2.0465 
0.0358 0.0328 0.0328 0.0326 0.0329 0.0317 0.0.302 
.25 2.5087 2.4944 2.4943 2.4943 2.4945 2.4948 2.4949 
0.0291 0.0260 0.0262 0.0266 0.0272 0.0270 0.02GS 
.50 3.0830 3.0868 3.0847 3.0847 3.0840 3.0829 3.0823 
0.0393 0.0374 0.0375 0.0378 0.0381 0.0370 0.03S2 
.75 3.7861 3.7639 3.7651 3.7651 3.7657 3.7668 3.7676 
0.0346 0.0421 0.0419 0.0419 0.0420 0.0422 0.0419 
.90 4.3246 4.3386 4.3368 4.3368 4.3367 4.3363 4.3351 
0.0348 0.0327 0.0345 0.0370 0.0447 0.0445 0.0420 
.95 4.6680 4.6550 4.6530 4.6530 4.6525 4.6516 4.6513 
0.0339 0.0334 0.0329 0.0325 0.0325 0.0317 0.0364 
.99 5.2189 5.2092 5.2116 5.2116 5.2107 5.2106 5.2169 
0.0502 0.0495 0.0693 0.1108 0.1689 0.1126 0.2073 
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4 SUMMARY 
Chapter 2 combines ideas from several areas of statistical analysis and brings them 
together into a method for the analysis of dietary intake data. The method is imple­
mented in the software package C-SIDE, which is used by several government agencies 
to estimate usual intake distributions from national-level survey data. Extensive simula­
tion and testing has demonstrated that the methodology produces estimates with good 
statistical properties. 
The heart of the method is the estimation of semiparametric transformations that 
transform the original observations into quantities that are nearly normally distributed. 
The procedure involves modeling the quantile plot of the observed data as a piecewise 
polynomial function, the parameters of which are estimated by least-squares. The esti­
mation method of Chapter 2, initially developed for i.i.d. data, was extended to accom­
modate sample survey data by using an "equal-weight" sample that captures the design 
information. The classical i.i.d. regression theory is not directly applicable to quantile 
plot smoothing. However, formulating the ^regression" parameter as a multivariate l-
statistic (as was done in Chapter 3) provides a framework for further investigating the 
properties of the estimators. The last section of Chapter 3 demostrates that the method 
provides a smooth quantile estimator in complex surveys that, unlike the traditional 
sample quantile, admits jackknife variance estimation. 
One direction for future work is to extend the asymptotic results shown in Chap­
ter 3 to the usual intake quantiles. The representative usual intakes of (2.126) and the 
estimated variance components of (2.107) and (2.108) are essentially smooth functions 
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of the elements of the estimated parameter vector. Thus, the estimated usual intake 
quantiles inherit their statistical properties from properties established in Chapter 3. 
The standard method for jackknifing the variance of estimated usual intake quantiles 
when the data are obtained from a complex survey allows the semiparametric procedure 
to run independently for the parent sample and for each replicate. However, this means 
that the number and placement of the join points may differ from replicate to replicate. 
The theory of the jackknife does not provide justification for its use in such a situation. 
The discussion of the example in Section 3.5 provides some evidence that allowing the 
join points to to differ across replicates may lead to an inconsistent variance estimator. 
The jackknife procedure discussed in Chapter 3 explicitly requires the same parameter­
ization from replicate to replicate, and is therefore a viable alternative to the current 
standard operating procedure. However, a drawback of this alternative is that it does 
not allow the use of an equal-weight sample for the repUcates as well as for the parent 
sample. It is hypothesized (based on the results of Section 3.5) that using a different 
equal-weight sample for each replicate, while holding the placement of the join points 
fixed across replicates, yields a consistent jackknife variance estimator for the estimator 
with fixed join points. 
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